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Introduction
“A PRAyER To THE LoRD oF THE HARvEsT”

The Acts of Judea Harvest can be summarized in one 

word – “Prayer”. The great hope in the heart of the Lord 

of the Harvest is the answer to this prayer: Matt 9:38 “Ask 

the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into 

his harvest field.”

After many years of Evangelism, Missions outreaches and prayer mobilization, God 

spoke to my heart in June 1998 to take the church to where the people are. Three 

Pastors – Hennie Jacobs, Louis Blom and I were marvelously brought together and 

shared the vision.

During a “Kairos” moment in a mission’s conference in February 1999 the first 68 tents 

where sponsored. This was the beginning of our Great Prayer - “Harvesters”. Tents 

flooded our country, and after ten years the first 1700 are in the Harvest field as full 

time and part-time labourers have heard the call.

One of the great secrets of Judea Harvest is to mobilize the local church to take 

responsibility and ownership towards its own local Judea area. This creates a platform 

from where we send out tents, plant new churches, train leaders and meet the needs of 

people in a holistic way.

While we experience God’s answer to this great prayer, the cry and the thirst grow 

stronger that this vision will change the lives of millions. We would be greatly blessed 

that our co-workers, donors, partners and networking ministries can share in this edition 

of the book with us. For us it is an answer to prayer.

I want to thank our team of Judea Pastors, supporting staff, satellite coordinators and 

the thousands of evangelists and church planters for making this Judea story a reality in 

the lives of countless people who were without a Saviour. In specific I want to thank our 
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CEO, Louis Blom and his wife Thea for their vision and sacrificial commitment they have 

lived out toward this ministry. 

God Bless you!

HANsIE HENNING
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The Dream
Judea Harvest was established in April 1999 by Pastors 

Hansie Henning, Louis Blom and Hennie Jacobs and 

celebrates 10 years of ministry this year (2009). The 

mission of Judea Harvest is to mobilize, equip and 

resource labourers to transform the nations of Africa. 

Tents are made available to teams of labourers that form 

part of a satellite in a geographical area. A satellite is a group 

of like-minded Christian churches of any denomination that take 

responsibility for the harvest in their own Judea-area. 

Judea Harvest now has 251	 satellites	 across	 17	 Southern	 African	 nations	 and	 10	

East	African	nations and has implemented 1,700 tents in these satellites. There are 

approximately 6,500 churches involved in these satellites. More than 5,500 crusades 

have been conducted in this tent network and approximately 3,500 new churches have 

been planted.

Over the past 10 years the Judea Harvest concept has proved that it has the potential 

to make a major impact on the continent of Africa, to uplift empower and transform 

our nations. The strategic process of Judea Harvest enables the satellites to implement 

a holistic ministry in order to complete the great commission in its own area. Tents 

are an extremely cost effective and mobile way in Africa to penetrate the previously 

disadvantaged areas and positively impact the lives of those affected.

The strategic process enables the satellites to implement a holistic ministry in order 

to complete the great commission in its own area. The strategic process starts with 

prayer	mobilization followed by evangelism training. A comprehensive discipleship 

program is then implemented to teach and disciple all new believers. A church	planting	

strategy is implemented to work towards saturation church planting. A comprehensive 
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community development plan is implemented in every satellite, addressing needs 

such as: HIV/AIDS, AIDS Orphans, food for the hungry, clothes for the poor, pre-schools 

and micro-economic projects. A strong coordination system is implemented by the 

Judea Harvest team. Regional coordinators as well as satellite coordinators are being 

empowered to strategically coordinate the implementation of the vision. 

 It is our submission that the Church is a major role-player in creating the right climate 

for sustainable peace, stability and development in Southern Africa. According to 

Johnstone in Operation World, the 11 countries of Southern Africa had a total population 

of 118 million people in 2000, and now stand at 137 million. The economy of Africa has 

stagnated for the last 40 years and therefore the people of Africa remained behind in 

the development race of this world. 

Africa is plagued by many problems, such as the HIV/AIDS pandemic, poverty, corruption 

even in governments, civil wars, natural disasters like droughts and floods, political 

instability and diseases such as malaria and cholera. We believe that the church has 

the answer for many of Africa’s problems. Although 48% of all African people profess to 

be Christian, most	are	nominal	Christians.	We have found that the traditional African 

religions with many of the demonic activities still play a key role in the lives of many 

African people, and hence these traditional religions still have a significant influence 

in their lives. Churches and individual Christians should take ownership for what is 

happening in their respective communities. Evangelism and discipleship will act as a 

catalyst against crime and sin in the community.

Our challenge is to unite the existing resources and efforts within the communities with 

other local and national role players, in a partnership to address the needs on ground 

level. The contribution of each role player may differ from funding, training, socio-

economic upliftment, job creation and physical structures. Judea Harvest has already 

successfully facilitated partnerships with International Organizations like Walk Thru the 

Bible, DAWN, Every Home for Christ and Harvest Evangelism (Ed Silvoso).Judea Harvest 

is a non-profit organization with a Head Office that operates from rented offices in 

Pretoria. The entity functions in faith and solely depends on gifts and donations. The 

phenomenal results achieved in the past ten years are only because of the unmerited 
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favor and grace of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

vIsIoN AND MIssIoN

The vision of Judea Harvest is to 

see Africa transformed by the power of God.

The mission of Judea Harvest is to mobilize,  

equip and resource labourers to bring in the end-time harvest.

sTRATEGy

Our strategy is to mobilize the church into the harvest field and to equip its leaders 

to evangelize, disciple their followers and to plant churches. The following modus 

operandi is being followed in the network of satellites: 

Equipping leaders to implement a united prayer strategy; 

Evangelism training on all levels; 

Discipleship training for all new converts; 

Equipping church planters for saturation church planting; 

Equipping church leaders for church and community development. 

We implement a strategic process in all our satellites. This strategic process enables 

the satellite to have a holistic ministry approach in the efforts to complete the great 

commission in its own area. 

This process starts with a comprehensive prayer strategy in order to change the 

prevalent spiritual climate.

The second step in the process is to train Evangelists at all levels in order to create 

a wave of evangelism throughout the community. 

The third step in the process is to implement a discipleship strategy in order to be 

able to disciple and teach all new converts. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The fourth step in the process is to train Church Planters and implement a saturation 

church planting strategy. 

The final step in the process is to equip- leaders to engage in the battle against 

community destroyers like poverty, HIV/AIDS, violence and other evils in order to 

create a better future for the people. 

Following is a brief description of this process:

Prayer strategy: We have planted more than 6 000 rock structure prayer altars 

where people physically pack prayer stones representing their requests, followed 

by intercession and praise. We have also taken hands with other prayer ministries to 

provide us with relevant prayer training and projects. A 24-7 prayer watch is being 

established in tents forming part of a global prayer initiative. We have developed 

prayer maps through GPS technology research projects with our partners DAWN 

Africa to provide intercessors with information to stimulate informed intercession, 

through an intercession network. 

Evangelism strategy: We have compiled a training manual that equips every 

believer to be a witness (House Evangelist) for Christ according to the Acts 1:8 

model. The hope to bring in the harvest lies in the mass releasing of labourers. We 

have also developed a nine months correspondence course in power evangelism 

for those who have the calling to become Evangelists. This is an in-service training 

course equipping Evangelists while they function in their calling, utilizing the 

materials of Reinhardt Bonnke.

Discipleship strategy: We have taken hands with World Teach (Dr Bruce Wilkinson) 

to equip our leaders to implement a discipleship training program. Each tent 

receives the following material:

God’s Answer to HIV/Aids - a video and workbook.

Prayer of Jabez – a video and workbook. 

Courses like Foundations of Faith, Spiritual Breakthroughs, Marriage, Leadership 

and Teaching Skills are also being made available to our satellites. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The goal is that every tent hosts a monthly teaching outreach, teaching at least 

200 people on a relevant course. 

Church	Planting	Strategy: We have discovered that church planting is a natural 

result of the activities of Judea Harvest. Our vision is to saturate our communities 

with churches. Each satellite determines a strategy to strengthen small churches 

and to plant new churches in the areas where more churches are needed. 

Judea Harvest resources the satellites with evangelism tents to implement this 

strategy. A nine month correspondence course in leadership and church planting 

is provided for each tent. This course is also in-service-training for the church 

planter. This training is presented in co-operation with Auckland Park Theological 

Seminary, accredited by the University of Johannesburg (UJ) and the South African 

Qualifications Authority (SAQA).

Community Development strategy: The final stage of a community transformation 

process is dealing with the social and economic problems of the community. In a 

need and vision driven fashion all our satellites and tents have engaged in some 

project to address the needs in that community. Projects like caring for AIDS 

orphans, feeding the hungry by means of establishing food-growing tunnels, 

clothing the poor, home-based care for dying AIDS patients, pre-schools and many 

others are being hosted in tents and operated from tents. 

We thank God for His grace in entrusting us with this wonderful vision and strategy. 

All the glory is His and we are thrilled and blessed to be His co-labourers in this 

marvelous harvest machine called Judea Harvest. 

Louis Blom, CEo

•

•

•

•
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Gratitude
It is with sincere hearts that we would like to honor the Lord for our friends in the 

harvest, Andre and Juanita Pretorius, Willie and Magda Dique, Barend du Plessis, Japie 

and George and Elize Claasen. These individuals are personally responsible for more 

than 100 tents sponsored. We are also incredibly grateful for the Dutch Reformed 

Church in Moreleta Park who have sponsored more than 100 tents, as well as Rev. 

Martin Deacon for his leadership in the WorldTeach partnership that contributed 350 

tents and the thousands of training materials. 
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Judea Harvest aims to partner with churches and ministries to effectively bring in the 

Spiritual Harvest of the Lord. One of our most treasured partnerships is with Pastor 

Ronnie Barnard and his Apostolic Faith Mission church, “Woord en Lewe”. This church, 

with a heart for the lost, makes a significant donation every month for the purpose of 

evangelism and the planting of new churches. 

Through this generous gift, this church is playing a major role in the remarkable success 

that is being achieved. Every tent that their congregation donates represents a new 

church that they have helped to establish. Judea Harvest thanks God for this valuable 

partnership and prays God’s blessing upon them. 
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Chapter 1

The Beginning
During a conference in April 1999 in South Africa, Christians from Iran challenged 

Christians from the United States of America... however, it was not a declaration of 

war, but a challenge to sponsor tents for Judea Harvest! 

The occasion was the first Apostolic Faith Mission (AFM) World Missions’ Conference 

to be presented in South Africa. This event, held at Kempton Park, South Africa, was 

attended by delegates from around the globe. It was a Kairos moment when 68 tents 

were pledged to Judea Harvest. At that point in time Judea Harvest had a vision to form 

100 satellites throughout South Africa in a mighty effort to bring revival to the country. 

Dr Paul Paino of Calvary Ministries from Fort Wayne in the USA donated the first 10 

tents. He then challenged the church in South Africa to donate 10 tents in return. 

Pastors, churches and laymen responded immediately. Pastor Kemp Holden from the 

USA took up the challenge by donating 5 tents on the same condition. The conference 

met the challenge and promised another 5 tents. 

Two missionaries from Iran stepped forward and pledged 10 tents, on condition that 

the USA delegation gave another 10 tents. One tent came from a martyr church. The 

brethren from abroad accepted the challenge and within an hour 68 tents were 

donated to plant new churches throughout south Africa.

Dr Paino, on behalf of his constituents, undertook to pay 50% of the costs for the 

first 300 steel structures that would be used for new church buildings. A total of 25 

churches indicated that they would serve as satellites from where the restoration 

of the ministry of evangelists would be launched. A satellite is a church with a world 

evangelistic vision, networking with one to ten churches in their vicinity, in a radius of 
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100 to 150 km, to reap the spiritual harvest by means of tents. Evangelists and Church 

Planters are also trained within a satellite. 

THE FIRsT WAvE

One of Judea Harvest’s first satellites was in the Eastern Cape region of South Africa. 

This province is the poorest in the country and the area where the first satellites were 

planted, are amongst the poorest in that province. During the Judea Harvest Team’s first 

visit, the Umzimvubu region responded enthusiastically to the challenge to bring in the 

Lord’s harvest in their “Judea” area. Towards the end of 1998, Pastors Jusford Nxumalo 

and Filemon Sivene attended a meeting that was addressed by Pastor Hennie Jacobs in 

Port St Johns. The meeting was a forerunner to the establishment of a Judea Harvest 

Satellite in the Umzimvubu region. 

Pastor Jacobs was speaking on the subject of the urgency of the hour. He told them 

that God was calling for Evangelists to bring in His harvest. When the two pastors heard 

about the project and the tents Evangelists, they rejoiced! They were convinced that 

God had called them to become Evangelists, not only Pastors. Under the guidance of 

the Holy Spirit, they resigned from their churches to go full time into evangelism. 

At the beginning of 1999, the two were dedicated as full-time Evangelists of Judea 

Harvest. Tears were flowing as these two men answered the calling that God had for 

their lives. The first two tents were delivered to the region and again tears of gratitude 

were flowing as they were erected in Lusikisiki. The first Sunday thereafter, Pastor 

Jacobs dedicated the tents to the Lord. 

The presence of God was tangible at the service. The Lord showed Pastor Jacobs a 

vision of a fire starting in the tent and then spreading outwards like a veld fire. The Lord 

would later confirm this vision with signs and wonders. On Monday, May 31, 1999, 

the two Evangelists started with their crusade and the fire in the vision literally struck 

Lusikisiki. 

Within two weeks, more than 900 people had accepted Jesus as their Saviour. Meetings 

lasted until midnight. In the mornings at 04:30 people filled the tent for services. More 
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than 200 received healing. The blind saw, the deaf heard and the lame walked. On 

Sunday, June 20, 1999, 400 people were baptized in water. One of the Pastors of the 

region said, “We have prayed for three years, fasting 40 days each year, for a spiritual 

breakthrough. This is the answer to our prayers! People said, “We have never seen 

anything like this.” 

Pastors Sivene and Nxumalo would preach for just 15 minutes - sometimes they did not 

even begin preaching, when the glory of the Lord would invade the tent. Fellow Pastors 

commented, “We cannot believe they are the same men we have known for the past 

15 years. People come from hundreds of kilometres away to attend their services.” God 

was faithful to His promise to them. In turn, these two men of the Lord were obedient. 

They trusted God and He honored them as a result. At the time, they were booked 17 

months in advance to conduct evangelistic outreaches. 

A Pastor from the region, Bulelani Magadla, was appointed as Regional Coordinator. 

He immediately started to work under very difficult circumstances. He travelled by 

public transport and on foot to mobilize the area. Church leaders were challenged to 

take responsibility for the harvest in their area. People with a calling for evangelism 

were identified in every church and they started their official training as evangelists. 

Thousands were won for the Lord because of these efforts and many new churches 

were planted. 

This is the real power of Judea Harvest - dedicated men who sacrifice much for the 

sake of the harvest. Without the Regional Coordinators, Judea Harvest would not have 

been able to fulfill its calling. The Judea Harvest Team salutes every coordinator and 

will continually pray for these dedicated men. 

4, 340 sAvED IN sIX MoNTHs

At the historic first Coordinators’ Conference of Judea Harvest in Heidelberg, it was 

reported that no less than 4,340	souls	had	been	converted	 to	Christianity within a 

period of only 6 months. 49 leaders of Judea Harvest from all over South Africa attended 

the two day conference. They evaluated the progress made. They then launched the 

Harvest Prayer Force and reviewed their vision and strategy. 
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Of the 4,340 conversions achieved, a total of 1,435 people had been baptized in water 

and 1,622 in the Holy Spirit. An additional success was the fact that over 300 people 

were in training to become involved in the field of evangelistic ministry. 

A highlight of the conference was a visit from Dr Isak Burger, President of the Apostolic 

Faith Mission (AFM), who stated in his address that Judea Harvest was the first 

evangelistic action of its kind in the history of the church in South Africa. He hailed it as 

“being born in the Father heart of God” and said that nothing was more important than 

winning souls for the Kingdom of the Lord. He continued to say that, winning souls is 

the only measure of all efforts, plans and programmes of churches. 

Dr Burger urged congregations to not only contribute financially towards projects 

overseas, but also invest in souls on their own doorstep. “There are, for example, 

thousands of people in informal settlements in South Africa that need to hear the 

Gospel of Jesus Christ,” he reminded delegates. 
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Another precious moment was when the Judea Harvest leadership handed over the 

keys of a much needed pickup truck to the Regional Coordinator of the former Transkei, 

Pastor Bulelani Magadla, who was responsible for coordinating 3 Satellites, consisting 

of 69 churches. Until the time of the conference, Pastor Magadla had travelled on foot 

to carry out his valued work as a full time Coordinator. Despite this, his satellites were 

cited as being sterling examples to all others of what a passion for souls and dedication 

to the Lord could accomplish. Thousands of people had been won for God and they 

could boast about 3 full time Evangelists and 60 evangelism students in training. 

Pastor Hansie Henning, Director of Judea Harvest, thanked the Lord for all those who 

were already involved in the project and predicted: “these are only the first drops of 

the coming rain”. He declared that the overall goal was to establish 3 000 tents in 300 

satellites country wide. The aim of Judea Harvest is to bring in the end time harvest for 

the Lord by restoring the ministry of the Evangelist. Judea Harvest had established a total 

of 184 new churches during 2000, with an average size of 200 members per church. 
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In that year’s annual report, compiled from information obtained from 80% of the 103 

satellites operational throughout Southern Africa, it was noted that Judea Harvest 

Evangelists had presented 427 tent campaigns in 190 tents. This meant that up to 50 

000 people were being reached per night with the saving Gospel of Jesus Christ. This 

was confirmation for the Judea Harvest Team that they were reclaiming the land for 

God, that He was with them in this quest to bring new hope to people and that they 

were helping to extend His Kingdom on the sub-continent. It also strengthened their 

faith that they could trust God to provide 300 satellites to plant 1 000 new churches in 

South Africa and 3 000 tents to reach approximately 1 000 000 people per night. 
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Chapter 2

Partnerships
A DIvINE APPoINTMENT

The next step for Judea Harvest was taken during 2000 when Pastor Hansie Henning 

met Martin Deacon of World Teach at a meeting of the National Leaders’ Forum of the 

Apostolic Faith Mission. Both men sensed that the meeting was a divine appointment, 

brought about by the Holy Spirit. They realized that the two movements could 

complement each other perfectly in a joint endeavour to win and disciple Southern 

Africa for the Lord. 

World Teach was interested in helping to place evangelism tents in the harvest 

fields, in exchange for the opportunity to use the tents for discipleship training for its 

world teachers. The leaders of the two movements started a round of talks aimed at 

implementing a united strategy. Both sides were very excited about the possibilities of 

working together. 

Judea Harvest was invited to take part in the World Teach conference in Boksburg 

with Dr Bruce Wilkinson as guest speaker. Martin Deacon said beforehand that he felt 

that God wanted him to raise support for 100 Judea Harvest tents during the congress. 

During the Spiritual Breakthrough Conference, Martin confess that he trusted God to 

provide 100 tents, but that his faith was wavering and he now believed that only 50 

tents would be forthcoming. 

Then Dr Wilkinson said to Martin: “But this was not what God said. God said 100. 

You must trust God for 100 tents!” Martin sat down and waited. Eventually 201 tents, 

worth R2, 8 million, were pledged for bringing in the harvest for the Lord in South 

Africa! It was indeed a miracle. 
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“This is a real chance to bring hope to people. The church must not miss this divine 

opportunity. If every church in South Africa could trust God to sponsor just one tent, 

we could reach our goal of 3 000 tents for Southern Africa and have one million people 

in the tent church network every night. Then South Africa would really be saved” 

commented Pastor Henning. 

JuDEA HARvEsT AND WoRLD TEACH ACHIEvE WoNDERs

By Rev. Martin Deacon

I can still remember the shock I had when Bruce Wilkinson asked the seven member 

regional team in Atlanta to plan for World Teachers to teach a million people in each of 

our regions - soon! That was July 1999. We only taught 25 000 people that year. 

The challenge quickly became a desire and then a dream. We know that Jesus’ Great 

Commission commands us to make disciples of all nations; we know Paul made it his goal 

to teach everyone - so why settle for less than what the Saviour Himself commanded? 

Overwhelmed with the exponential dream to make saturation Bible teaching our goal 

in Southern Africa, I went to an Apostolic Faith Mission Executive Committee meeting 

in August of that year, only to meet a man with a mission to “save” a million - soon! 

Pastor Hansie Henning’s enthusiasm for the salvation of Africa was so electrifying, and 

yes, then he said it: “We want to reach ‘Judeas’ everywhere in Southern Africa.” When 

I heard they had 80 tents up already, I took him very seriously. We quickly became 

aware of our need for one another - without evangelism and Bible teaching you cannot 

disciple a nation. A partnership was formed and we sensed that with Bruce’s visit in 

January 2000, we needed to publicly bless Judea Harvest with 5 tents and give them 

Walk Thru the Bible Resources for Discipleship. 

Then came the huge breakthrough in my heart as I drove back from holiday over 

that December and sensed that we needed to ask the church for 100 tents. Some of 

you already know the story - how my faith only allowed me to ask for 50 and how in 

minutes, the Lord changed our paradigms with 200 tents pledged at the meeting in 

Boksburg with 5 000 believers in attendance, giving God the glory for an unprecedented 

breakthrough! 
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The partnership began to obey the Lord together and the blessing is indeed exponential. 

With almost 300 tents operational (Walk Thru the Bible made available over a hundred 

tents already), soon 100 000 people will be reached with Bible teaching in Judea 

Harvest satellites. Our ministry could not have taught 254 000 people without Judea 

Harvest in 2001. We then aimed to teach 500 000 in 2002 and a million people by the 

end of 2003 - to God be the glory for much fruit. 

The fact that God’s Answer for AIDS was released during the launch of this partnership, 

has bonded our calling of evangelism and Bible teaching, since the course does both. 

I trust that as we pursue the next goal of 1 000 tents and 1 000 000 people, the 

partnership will bless the whole of Southern Africa - soon! 

Our challenge for people to release a World Teach/Judea Harvest Tent and Discipleship 

kit will ensure that annually, Judea Harvest satellites will get new Walk Thru the Bible, 

Bible video courses and the opportunity for World Teach training. I can only pray for 

the Judea Harvest Team to continue their good work of empowering the church where 

it needs it the most. 

With the Turn the Tide campaign we have the opportunity to invite every believer and 

local church to partner with us to ensure saturation evangelism, church planting and 

discipleship. 

May Africa never be the same again – soon!

JuDEA HARvEsT GAINs GRouND WITH “WoRLD TEACH”

Judea Harvest remains deeply committed to the discipleship of the nation. This is the 

commandment of the Lord and we want to obey Him. There are too many people 

confessing to be Christians but they do not follow or obey Jesus. 

That is why Judea Harvest does not only host evangelistic outreaches and lead people 

to Christ, they also teach them everything that Christ commanded his followers to do. 

The goal is that every tent in the network must be committed to presenting the life-

changing courses of Dr Bruce Wilkinson of World Teach, especially the course entitled 

“Gods answer to HIV/AIDS”. It has the potential to change the destiny of Africa. 
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The implementation of the World Teach programme in the Judea Harvest satellite system 

has proved to be a great blessing to the Evangelists, Church Planters and Pastors. 

There are countless wonderful stories told about how many lives were changed as 

a result of the teaching materials. Many have found new ministry opportunities in 

teaching the material. 

Here	are	some	of	the	encouraging	statistics	about	this	partnership:

A total of 216 Discipleship courses were donated to the satellites. 

No less than 1 700 workbooks were presented to teachers and students. 

200 copies of the Jesus film were distributed. 

An amazing 57 790 people have completed the AIDS-course. 

World Teach donated 100 tents. 

The vision is to impact Southern Africa with prayer, evangelism, discipleship and church 

planting. Partnerships, such as the one with World Teach are helping Judea Harvest to 

fulfill this dream. 

EvANGELIsTIC ouTREACHEs ARE ALIvE IN THE EAsTERN CAPE

More and more labourers are coming forward to assist in bringing God’s spiritual 

harvest in the Transkei and evangelistic outreaches seem to be the most effective way 

to carry out Judea Harvest’s vision in this part of Southern Africa. A highlight was the 

visit of Dr Bruce Wilkinson and his team to Umtata accompanied by the Judea Harvest 

Team them. 

The historic visit was part of a crusade conducted by Pastor Ananias Raleholela at the 

Umtata University Stadium. After wonderful singing and preaching, Pastor Hennie 

Jacobs dedicated 28 new evangelists who had successfully completed their studies 

at the Harvest school of Evangelism. All of them were presented with certificates in 

Power Evangelism. Many of these students are ministering full time in the field, while 

others are working for the Lord on a part time basis. These Evangelists are the driving 

force behind the whole revival in the Transkei. 

•

•

•

•

•
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The Lord of the Harvest was confirming their ministries with signs and wonders. Many 

people were coming to the Lord through their efforts. Typically, these Evangelists will 

hold a time of fasting and prayer for at least two weeks prior to the launching of an 

outreach. The outreach itself will last for up to a month whereafter the Evangelists and 

their teams will do a follow-up. 

From the start the satellites were eager that Evangelists receive proper training to bring 

in the Lord’s spiritual harvest effectively. One of the first students was Grace Jonjo. At 

the time this lady was working as a secretary. She started her ministry in her office on 

a one-on-one basis and won many people for the Lord. A new church was planted with 

her new converts. Grace is still working in the area. Recently, she was called out to a 

man who died the previous day. While the Evangelists were praying, God raised him 

from the dead. Judea Harvest is receiving awesome and inspiring testimonies from this 

satellite, that eyes have appeared in empty eye-sockets and missing limbs have been 

miraculously restored. 

In two years, 11 new churches were planted in this satellite. More than 9 000 people 

received Jesus as their Saviour. 46 full-time and a host of part-time Evangelists conducted 

a total of 180 evangelistic outreaches. Grace Jonjo is part of a group of eight Evangelists 

who share one tent.

* Please pray for all the Evangelists and their families at all the satellites. They are on 

the forefront in the battle for souls. You may not be able to go there yourself but you 

can certainly pray and even send someone who is willing and anointed to go. If you 

want to sponsor an Evangelist, please get in touch with the Judea Harvest Office. 

“GoD Is CouNTING WITH us!”

A major milestone was reached during 2000 when Pastor Ronnie Barnard of Woord en 

Lewe Church dedicated Tent Number 120 during the Spiritual Breakthrough Conference 

held at his church. It had been ordered in faith and the amount owed on it was still 

outstanding at the time of its dedication. 

Pastor Barnard introduced Pastors Hansie Henning and Hennie Jacobs of Judea Harvest 

to a couple from his congregation who had decided to donate RIO 000 towards a tent. 
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The couple were taken to the tent and told, “This is the tent you have sponsored - tent 

120!” Upon hearing this news the couple was stunned. With tears in their eyes they 

testified that the Lord had instructed them to sponsor this particular tent no. 120 for 

Judea Harvest. 

“Suddenly we realized - God was counting the tents with us! More than ever before we 

then knew that Judea Harvest was not the work of man but a divine mission of the Holy 

Spirit,” related Pastors Henning and Jacobs. 

TENT BoosTs GRoWTH IN NAMIBIA

Judea Harvest’s tent ministry led to rapid and phenomenal growth of the Kingdom of 

God in Namibia. Pastor Ron Gardener of Emmanuel Church, Windhoek reported in the 

year 2000, that in over 25 years of preaching the Gospel he had never experienced such 

a rapid growth in any ministry venture as what had occurred after he had joined hands 

with Judea	Harvest. 

He related that it all began some months prior to a meeting that later took place during 

September 2000 in Windhoek between representatives of the Emmanuel Church, Louis 

Blom and Fanie Smuts of Judea	Harvest.	

“The Lord warned us that even in a time of blessing we should be careful to keep 

evangelism a priority but we did not exactly know how we could achieve this. Then we 

heard about the Judea Harvest concept and it seemed to be a perfect match. After some 

prayer and investigation, we took the idea to the Church Council and all the members 

embraced it readily.” 

The money needed to purchase the first tent was raised within a week and more funds 

were obtained for a second and a third tent. 

The Emmanuel Church’s vision was to reach everyone in Namibia with the gospel 

of Jesus Christ. They wanted to accomplish this in such a way that people would be 

encouraged to enter into a personal and dynamic relationship with Jesus. 

Since many people in Namibia live in remote areas, they needed means to reach those 
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living in outlying places and the tent ministry proved to be an outstanding means of 

achieving this goal. It was also a method that helped existing churches to find each 

other and unite in sharing the knowledge of Jesus with people across geographical 

barriers. 

They utilized their first three tents in different ways to successfully reach their aims. 

Tent 1 was used for church	planting in the central region around Windhoek. 

Tent 2 became an Evangelistic	Outreach	Tent, mobilized initially in the southern 

region and was used for both evangelism and to empower existing churches and 

communities. 

Tent 3 was used as a Donation	Tent and was sited at Khomasdal under the leadership 

of Pastor Dawid du Plessis; working in partnership with the Emmanuel Church. 

After the dedication event of the three tents, sufficient funds remained to donate 

another tent to the local Protestant Pentecostal Church, whose existing facility was too 

small to accommodate the number of people attending their services. A fifth tent was 

also paid for and a pledge made for yet another to be sent to Northern Namibia, where 

50% of the country’s population live. 

The partnership between Judea Harvest and Walk Thru the Bible strengthened the 

church in Namibia even further. “Louis Blom told us about the partnership with Walk 

Thru the Bible and we leapt at the opportunity because we were already impressed with 

their courses and a number of our members were world teachers. When we learned 

that we would be receiving training kits our joy overflowed,” said Pastor Gardener.

“We had been trying to get something of the ground in Namibia for months and things 

were really slow. However, with the launch of Walk Thru the Bible’s AIDS in tents, we 

were finally in a perfect position to make a meaningful difference in Namibia.” 

In January 2001, Ron attended Dr Bruce Wilkinson’s Conference in South Africa and 

there he witnessed the most incredible demonstration of God’s blessing and ability to 

provide when 201 tents were donated. He was excited to learn that five of them were 

destined for Namibia. 

•

•

•
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“We thank God for opening this door for us, thereby making it possible to bring in the 

spiritual harvest for Him,” concluded Pastor Gardener. 

JuDEA HARvEsT AND DAWN AFRICA JoIN HANDs

It was the result of a common vision and shared conviction, communicated to one 

another at the SA Consultation on Saturation Church Planting during October 2000, 

that Pastor Hansie Henning, President of Judea Harvest and Danie Vermeulen, Director 

of DAWN Africa started talking about joining forces. 

In an interview with Judea Harvest, Danie Vermeulen commented that “Judea Harvest 

is the most effective church planting implementation model available today,” and 

DAWN Africa eagerly joined hands with Judea Harvest in a partnership to see South 

Africa discipled. 

DAWN Africa consists of a team strategically situated across Africa, working in 30 

African nations. How can the whole Body of Christ be mobilized to plant churches in the 

right places to be within easy access of every person in every situation on the globe? 

That is where the DAWN strategy comes in. They divided the world into manageable 

segments. They conduct the necessary research, mobilize the body of Christ around an 

appropriate church planting goal and distribute the work to effective structures already 

in existence. 

The process of launching such a National Project in a country includes the following 

essential ingredients: 

Identity key leaders in a country. 

Arrange a Vision Conference. 

Do the research

Plot the project. 

Establish goals. 

Train Church Planters. 

Establish a Prayer Network. 

Communicate the vision constantly. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The ethos of DAWN Africa is to work with partnerships, bringing many role players to 

the table in one united project. 

There are many DAWN-type projects all over the world. The DAWN vision has been 

able to unify the body of Christ around a common goal. Many thousands of churches 

have been planted as a result and their research has highlighted not only where the 

church is but also where it isn’t.

IMPLEMENTING THE vIsIoN

DAWN believes that seeing the incarnate presence of Christ within every city, village 

and neighborhood of a whole nation is only possible through the planting of an 

evangelical church that becomes the expression of Christ within the community, who, 

in turn, would continue to multiply itself either within that neighborhood or elsewhere. 

This vision is implemented either through national or regional church planting events 

and/or city events. 

DAWN Africa is a servant organization, which works only through the existing local 

church leadership and believes in equipping faithful men and women with the resources 

necessary to train others to do similar work. 

On a national scale, DAWN Africa took hands with Judea Harvest by presenting Church 

Planting Training Seminars to representatives from every province and district of South 

Africa, in order to equip and prepare these leaders to implement the church planting 

project at grassroots level. 

DAWN Africa made their church planting resources and assistance available to aid in 

the training process of our evangelists and church planters

DAWN Africa does not undertake the actual church planting. The National Church 

plants the churches. DAWN Africa simply provides resource materials, teaching, strategy 

planning, networking and advice through organizing city-reaching events and regional 

or national conferences. Since DAWN Africa is a self-funded organization, they do not 

charge for any services and offer these resources to the Body of Christ free of charge. 

By nature of its ministry in so many nations of the world, DAWN Ministries is able 
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to make contact with and serve an array of international leaders from a variety of 

organizations and denominations. 

This means that Judea Harvest will expand to every nation where DAWN Africa is active 

or becomes active in. It is a partnership that will extend beyond the SA national borders 

and into the uttermost parts of the earth. 

It is DAWN and Judea Harvest’s joint vision, that as they make inroads into a nation, 

that the particular nation’s leaders display a sincere desire to see their whole country 

transformed into a disciple for Jesus Christ (Matt 28:19). 

The following implementation activities can be employed in order to achieve this: 

DAWN Africa will provide research training to the national leaders and facilitate the 

research project to determine the resources available and the amount of churches 

needed (for instance, Harvest Force and Harvest Field), by means of sophisticated GPS 

(Global Positioning Systems) Technology. Through our partnership Judea Harvest can 

now assist in the same manner.

Judea Harvest uses the research and training process by implementing the Judea 

Harvest strategy through the networking of churches in the nation and the churches 

are mobilized, trained and empowered to gather the spiritual harvest in their nation. 

It is believed that the partnership between Judea Harvest and DAWN Africa will 

ultimately prove to be one of the most strategic and measurable partnerships in the 

discipleship of this and other nations. 

The Body of Christ is urged to join forces beyond denominational barriers to see the 

Kingdom of God advance. Judea Harvest and DAWN Africa partnership has a dream of 

a South Africa saturated with churches, where the harvest will be ready for the return 

of the Lord Jesus. 

THE JuDEA HARvEsT CoNCEPT usHERs IN GoD’s GLoRy

Judea Harvest concept and vision to take the church and the training to the people 

through tents and satellites, has created a marvelous platform to touch masses of 
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people with the glory of God. 

The hundreds of tents in the field provide an opportunity to reach tens of thousands of 

people every night with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. We trust in God to provide at least 

3 000 tents to reach 1 million people every night. 

One can just imagine how great the opportunity is to take prayer, discipleship and the 

Gospel message to millions in a very short time. If we really want to make a lasting 

impact on South Africa, ministers, churches, world mission committees and all those 

who have a passion to save souls must grasp this vision. By means of partnerships, we 

can fulfill the great commandment of Jesus. 

The fact that hundreds of new churches have been planted by the Evangelists, Pastors 

and Church Planters of Judea Harvest is a testimony and challenge to all of us to take 

hands and fulfill the task. The ground has been prepared for His glory to be manifested 

in our country. We are entering the phase of the restoration of signs and wonders in 

the church to the glory of God. This manifestation will bring in even more people into 

the Kingdom of God. 

Someone once said: “If you have to stop to get ready when an opportunity arises, 

you are too late” - the opportunity is gone and the chances are that it will not be 

presented again. 

JuDEA HARvEsT JoINs THE BATTLE AGAINsT AIDs

With the nearly 300 tents deployed in the harvest field during 2000, Judea Harvest was 

now reaching more than 70 000 people every night and it was now time to also face 

one of the greatest threats to people living on the African continent, namely AIDS. 

Judea Harvest tents are deployed in the densely populated informal settlements in 

townships including rural areas. It is literally taking the church to the people as every 

tent represents a team of labourers that includes Prayer Warriors, Evangelists, Bible 

Teachers and Church Planters. All of them work under the guidance and leadership of 

local Pastors. This provides a tremendous opportunity to really make a difference in the 

lives of the people of Southern Africa. 
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In partnership with World Teach, Judea Harvest is committed to not only win thousands 

of people for Jesus Christ but also to teach and disciple the new converts. World Teach 

blessed the project with hundreds of video teaching kits that are utilized in Judea 

Harvest tents. 

The most relevant course that was used in this manner was Dr Bruce Wilkinson’s course 

on “God’s answer to HIV/AIDS”. This course is a wonderful tool in the hands of the 

Pastors and Evangelists and has many advantages, such as: 

It helps them to break the silence concerning this pandemic 

It presents the truth about the disease

It gives a very good Biblical	perspective on how to deal with AIDS 

It equips the church to speak out and actively engage in the battle 

It gives them an entry point to minister to the identified needs of people and thus 

to open their hearts to the Gospel 

There is nothing more significant we can do but to preach this message everywhere 

and all the time - the only thing that can stem the tide of HIV/AIDS. The church holds 

the answer to this dilemma, as AIDS is not a medical problem but a moral one. The only 

answer to all moral problems is the Gospel of Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour. 

In the network of satellites, we have trained more than 500 people on how to present 

this course and how to impact our nation with this message. 

“We challenge every Pastor, Evangelist and Church Planter to preach this message at 

least once a month, every month, until we have won the battle!” says Louis Blom. 

CHuRCHEs PLANTED IN LIMPoPo

Three new Judea Harvest tents were dedicated in Polokwane during 2000. Thirty-five 

church leaders from different denominations were present with only one purpose in 

mind - gathering the Lord’s Harvest. 

Pastor Hansie Henning was the guest speaker at the occasion, where people 

spontaneously prayed and rejoiced. At that stage, there were 7 tents operating in the 

•

•

•

•

•
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Limpopo Province. These tents were all fully utilized, as far afield as Thabazimbi, where 

a new church was being planted 327 kilometres from the base in Polokwane. 

God provided a two-ton truck to assist me with the transportation of tents. Since June 

2000, 12 evangelistic outreaches were organized and from these, 8 new Churches were 

planted. It was wonderful to see 1 383 people accepting Jesus as their Saviour. 

During the evangelistic outreaches 24 000 “Every Home for Christ” booklets were 

distributed and The Jesus film was shown 8 times. 

AN oPEN DooR To ZAMBIA

God, through His grace and wisdom, provided Judea Harvest with a huge open door 

to Zambia. Pastors Louis Blom and Hansie Henning visited Zambia during May 2001 

to meet with Dr Dany Pule of Dunamus Christian Church and Pastor Marc Musondo, 

President of the Apostolic Faith Mission (AFM) of Zambia. 

A satellite was launched at the Workers’ Council of the AFM of Zambia and the previous 

President of the church was selected to drive the evangelism and church planting 

strategies of Judea Harvest in that country. 

The first two tents were dedicated to the Lord and the Evangelists were taught how to 

pitch them. This satellite had a deep penetration into the rural areas of Zambia. The 

evangelism strategy was received and accepted with great joy and it9was the beginning 

of something great. 

Soon another satellite was launched with a vision to reach the city of Lusaka. They 

adopted the Judea Harvest concept for evangelizing their city. A tent was dedicated 

and the President of the country, Mr. Frederick Chiluba, received the tent and cut the 

ribbon as he declared that Judea Harvest was welcome in his country. 

The 5 tents in Zambia brought the total number of tents in Southern Africa to 169. This 

was a landmark event as God opened doors to penetrate nations with the Gospel of 

the Lord. 
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In a private interview with the President, Pastor Blom received the blessing and goodwill 

of the country’s leader to impact Zambia for Christ. A follow-up conference was held in 

August 2001 to implement prayer, evangelism and church planting strategies. 

TENT NuMBER 200 DEDICATED

It was a day of rejoicing when the Judea Harvest Team dedicated the 200th tent in 2001. 

In the just over two years since its launch, God honored, blessed and used the ministry 

to dramatically impact South Africa with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 

Not since the days of John G. Lake has South Africa seen a movement like this! The tents 

were put in the harvest fields of the Lord as evangelism and church planting tools. Tent 

200 was dedicated to the Lord in the Finsbury area on the West Rand of Gauteng. 

A group of business people had formed a Judea Harvest satellite to help win their 

area for the Lord. In cooperation with local churches, they already launched their first 

evangelism outreach and planned a tremendous outreach for their area. It was indeed 

wonderful to see business people getting involved to form satellites in this manner. 
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Chapter 3

International Impact
INTo AFRICA

Although Judea has reached out to all our neighboring countries, including Madagascar, 

we knew the day would come that we would launch out into all the African countries 

north of our border, as well as to the other Indian Ocean Islands.

This dream became a reality when Danie Vermeulen, previously the Director of 

DAWN Africa, joined our team in January 2008. He has a network of top leaders of 

denominations in 30 African countries. DAWN Africa laid a strong foundation in 

these countries, mobilizing the denominations to reach their own countries through 

saturation church planting. As Danie says, “the next logical step in these nations was 

that organizations that are church planting implementers, would now take the lead. 

I could think of none better than Judea Harvest because of their proven record and 

splendid strategy.”

All this has resulted in Judea Harvest launching into 6 new countries in 2008. These 

countries include: Northern Mozambique, Angola, Zambia, Tanzania, The Democratic 

Republic of the Congo and Uganda. We deployed 7 tents in each country. According to 

the strategy that we have implemented in each country, each tent should plant at least 

4 churches per year. Our expectation is that within a year, these 42 tents would plant 

at least 168 churches. If each church averages 50 new disciples, there would be at least 

8,400 new disciples nurtured in established congregations. Our dream is to multiply 

this through the whole continent.

We believe that the Judea strategy is the most cost effective evangelism strategy which 

also addresses discipleship and accommodation for the congregation.
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Many other African countries are now knocking on our doors to help them, by bringing 

Judea Harvest to their nation. We could literally go to a new country every month if it 

weren’t for the few obstacles that are sometimes time-consuming. Raising the funds 

for these projects always takes time, but the logistics to transport the tents at the 

lowest cost possible is another challenge we keep facing.

As we go further north we will rely on countries like Nigeria to manufacture the 

tents locally. Having said that we are well aware that our	opportunities far outweigh 

our	obstacles. 

Our Divine Provision overflows as we dream with God that “Africa shall be saved!” It 

is the continent with the biggest church growth in the world since the turn of the 19th 

century. It is Harvest Time in Africa, and while this window of opportunity is there, we 

will give our all to see a church within easy access of every person. 

A HIsToRy oF PREvIous INTERNATIoNAL WoRK

Judea Harvest brought new hope to India, where the Apostolic Faith Mission (AFM) is 

particularly active with evangelism and missionary work. 

Pastors Christo WaIters, Louis and Thea Blom, Okkie Taylor, Eddie du Preez, Neels de 

Klerk, Gertjie Saaimans, Nico Botha, Charles Roos and Rynand Stapelberg addressed a 

Pastors’ Conference in Chennai, India, in 2001. 

More than 60 pastors and their wives attended this annual conference. This is a 

noteworthy achievement if one takes into account that this was a relatively new church 

in India, which had only been established there in 1997. 

During the Pastors’ Conference, Pastor Louis Blom explained the Judea Harvest 

evangelism strategy to delegates, which was met with much enthusiasm. The AFM in 

India at that stage had 2708 members in 55 congregations, situated in 7 provinces. 

During the previous census year, a total of 348 people had been baptized. 

Trained Pastors totaled 66, including 8 church planters-in-training. 12 newly established 

churches were in the process of becoming fully-fledged congregations. 8 church planters 

received their qualifying diplomas during the conference. A Pastor was also ordained, 
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who had established a church with at least 50 congregation members. 

The church in India is managed by Pastor Paul Sylvannas, president of the AFM in 

India and Pastor Christo WaIters from South Africa. India, with its 1 billion inhabitants 

of which 3% are Christians, remains one of the most fruitful fields in the world for 

evangelism. There are 600 000 villages, of which only 100 000 have been ministered to 

by Evangelists. 

The AFM in India has a vision to concentrate its efforts in the rural areas, where Jesus 

is not yet known and to preach the Gospel there. 

The greatest needs being experienced in this regard are church buildings and residences 

for the Indian pastoral couples, as well as monthly financial support. For the low sum of 

only R350 per month, a Church Planter and his family can be adequately provided for. 

In cooperation with Judea Harvest, the serious lack of permanent church buildings 

in India is being addressed. Approximately 90% of the pastors in that country are 

conducting services in structures made of clay bricks and leaf-thatched roofs. 

Judea Harvest, in partnership with Pastor Christo Walters, had already erected six 

new church structures. Gratitude is expressed at this juncture towards the partner 

congregations and businesses in South Africa for their loyal support in this matter. 

NoTEWoRTHy TEsTIMoNIEs

The following noteworthy testimonies were recounted at the conference: 

Pastor Devan Mohan was trained in the Missionary School and supported by the 

AFM Goodwood congregation. He grew up in the Komelie Bundie ("Place of Fire") 

Village. In this village, with a population of 2 000, everyone works in the mango 

plantations and subsequently only enjoy a seasonal income for a few months 

in a year. Devan was converted to Christianity during a visit to a neighboring 

village where an outreach was being held, after which he attended Missionary 

School. On successfully completing his studies, he returned to his village of birth, 

with the support of Pastor Nico Botha. Judea Harvest provided him with a steel 

structure, as well as a home. He used the steel structure to plant a church. In the 

•
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meantime he had also shared the Gospel of Jesus with his parents, who worship 

in his congregation with approximately 70 other congregation members. As is 

customary in Indian culture, he will now serve as a life-long pastor in that particular 

congregation. He also taught English classes to the village children every afternoon.  

It is challenging to note that there are still 500 000 similar villages in need of the 

services of such a field worker for the Lord. 

Pastor John Rammesh planted a church in a slum in Channia and had been presenting 

church services in a structure constructed of reeds. The residents of the area are all 

Dalits and the poorest of the poor. They are extremely receptive to the Gospel of 

Jesus Christ. Pastor Nico Botha of the Goodwood Congregation presented him with 

a cheque at the conference so that he could erect a steel church structure. 

Pastor Rammesh formerly had a good job and his children had received a formal 

education but he and his family left everything in order to work for the Lord and 

were living in the slum next to their church at the time of the conference. 

Pastor Davanber of the Andaman Islands of India, who also attended the 

conference, testified that his area had a population of 1 million people who lived 

on 351 different islands. Most of the islands had never been reached by Evangelists 

or missionaries and some of the resident tribes were even cannibals! 

India is indeed a country that urgently needs Jesus Christ and we are privileged to be 

part of the India Project. We once again thank all our donors who are making it possible 

for us to do His work in that country. 

NoW IN GoD’s “GANG”

God worked in a wonderful way when Pastors Hansie Henning and Hennie Jacobs 

visited the Western Cape during 2001. The event was The Great Evangelism outreach 

in Khayelitsha, where 13 Judea Harvest tents were dedicated. 

After the dedication, Dougie Adonis met with the Judea Harvest Pastors. He told them 

that he was a former gang leader who was now an Evangelist with his own team, 

evangelizing the dangerous, gangster-ridden areas of the Cape Flats but explained that 

they needed a tent. Pastors Henning and Jacobs says: “We believe that the Holy Spirit 

•

•

•
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clearly impressed upon our hearts to provide the tent for them.” 

The next day, Dougie brought along his team, the members of which had all previously 

been ruthless gangsters. With tears of joy they heard the news that their tent was 

on its way and told the Pastors that they had been praying throughout the night for 

their tent. 

News from the Cape Flats is that this team is experiencing a great breakthrough in their 

ministry. The team formed a satellite with Dougie as Coordinator. Fellow Christians are 

urged to pray for them as they are working for the Lord under very life-threatening 

circumstances. 

CouRsE To AssIsT CHuRCH PLANTERs

Judea Harvest and the Auckland Park Theological seminary joined hands in 2001 to 

develop a course aimed at equipping and empowering church leaders to successfully 

plant churches in their areas. 

Although South Africa is generally regarded as a Christian country and the official 

statistics indicate that over 73 % of the population professes to be Christian, other 

research reveals that only between 3 and 8 percent of the majority of South Africans 

attends church on a regular basis. 

This places a very high priority on making churches available to Christians who do not 

often	attend services as well as non-Christians. Studies have proved that communities 

with a higher number of healthy churches are less troubled by crime and other social 

problems. 

Various sources estimate that there are between 33 000 and 43 548 existing and 

functional church congregations in South Africa, but in many rural, informal settlements 

and newly developed communities a church can hardly be found. As a result of this 

lack, many people feel called by God to plant churches in these neglected areas and 

some are actively doing so. 

Judea Harvest took note of this trend and in partnership with the Auckland Park 

Theological Seminary developed a course to assist them. The course lecturer will equip 
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prospective church planters at grassroots level with the basic knowledge needed to 

start and manage a new church effectively. 

Students are aided in a study programme while still remaining active in the ministry. 

This will ultimately lead to the growth of the body of Christ on ground level and provide 

direction and hope to people. 

The current cost of this five-module course amounts to R500 (R100 per module, on a 

pay-as-you-go basis). 

The following subjects are covered in the course: 

Module 0: Introduction to Church Planting 

Module 1: Church Administration and Leadership 

Module 2: Christian Faith and Life 

Module 3: Know the Bible (Old and New Testament) 

Module 4: Ministry skills 

A number of training venues have already been established and plans are to extend 

these to meet the growing demand for the course. 

GoD WANTs HIs HARvEsT GATHERED

In the book of Matthew the people did not know where to go or what to do, so Jesus 

told them to: “...pray to the One in charge of the harvesting and ask Him to recruit more 

workers for His harvest fields” (Matt. 9:38 Living Bible). 

This prayer was never more relevant than right now. God is calling the church to bring 

in His harvest. He is calling upon young and old, men and women, alike. 

The task of the church and Church Leaders is to obey the call of the Lord of the Harvest 

in this special end-time and to reap the biggest harvest ever. At Judea Harvest we are 

overwhelmed on a daily basis by the huge amount of Evangelists, Preachers and Pastors 

who contact us in order to be equipped and trained in evangelism. The opportunity of 

a lifetime is on our doorstep. 
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The Judea Harvest concept has created the infrastructure of a network of churches of 

all denominations to effectively evangelize the masses. We cannot ignore the pleading 

of people, called by God and knocking on our door, to be empowered in order to fulfill 

this vision. 

The Lord of the Harvest reveals His perfect timing. Like any farmer, when the harvest 

is ready and the storm clouds gather, the strategy changes. Time is running out. South 

Africa is in spiritual danger. 

We must place at least 4 or 5 tents into the field every day. We have the labourers ready 

to take up the challenge. Already there are more than 500 tents operational in the field. 

Thousands of people are reached every night of the week. 

The impact of this divine revival can be tripled with the support of every local church. 

Every local church should be involved in at least 3 church planting efforts. 

Buy	your	first	tent	and	plant	your	first	church. You will experience how God makes a 

dramatic and wonderful difference in the lives of ordinary people when they answer 

His call. 

520 TENTs AND sTILL CouNTING

In 2002 Judea Harvest Team experienced the miracle-working power of God first hand 

when the 500-tent mark was reached. This achievement meant that thousands of 

people had already heard the Good News of Jesus Christ in Judea Harvest tents - a 

clear indication for those concerned that this was the Holy Spirit at work, bringing in 

the Lord’s harvest in an unprecedented manner. 

Since 1 May 2002, God provided no less than 200 tents in 200 days in order for the 500 

level to be exceeded! 

“I believe we are experiencing a remarkable revival. Thousands of people are coming to 

the Lord in these tents, thousands have already received healing and hundreds of new 

churches have been planted.” 
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One of the outstanding and characteristic features of this revival was that the Holy 

Spirit was clearly bringing churches together. For the first time in South Africa, many 

different denominations were working together in practical ways and on ground level 

to bring hope to the people. 

One of Judea Harvest’s partners, the Dutch Reformed Church Moreleta Park had by 

then already sponsored 48 tents for church planting and had pledged a further 150. 

In fact the 500th tent was dedicated at their church. They also sponsored 8 000 

Gospels of John. 

Good news from the satellites…

During 2002 the National Coordinator of Judea Harvest, Marius Potgieter, reported 

back as follows on successes which had been achieved within the various satellites: 

 Judea Harvest brings hope. In January 2002, a tent was dedicated in East London 

and given to an Evangelist, Pastor Peffer. He prayed and trusted the Lord for 37 years 

for an evangelism tent. With great joy and tears in his eyes he received the tent. 

 A 60 year old Church Leader, who suffered a spiritual relapse, repented and came back 

to the Lord with fresh zeal after being counseled by Pastor G Smith from Port Nolloth. 

He was introduced to the Harvest School of Evangelism course and immediately 

became an ardent student. Upon completion of his studies, he presented outreaches 

in four Richtersveld towns with one of the West Coast Satellite’s tents. His pastor 

enthusiastically testified that this man was successfully building up churches. 

A pastor of Kempton Park (Kyalami satellite) was prompted by God to resign from 

his comfort zone occupation and start evangelizing in the townships. He knew that 

the new direction that God had sent him into would test his faith to the limit but 

he was eager to do exactly what he felt God wanted him to do, believing that the 

Father would provide “the provision for His vision!” 

A tent was used as a temporary church building in Reiger Park. The pastor said that 

God was sending people to join their church without them even holding special 

evangelistic outreaches. Their growth over only a few months was a stunning 50%, 

for which they praised God. 

•

•

•

•
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 The Kempton North Apostolic Faith Mission Church (AFM), as part of the Kyalami 

Satellite, assisted a Pastor with whom they were in association with, to acquire a 

tent, since their church had outgrown the school premises used in the past. He was 

trained in church leadership after which he felt that God was directing him to also 

enter into the harvest field to plant new churches. 

 The satellite in the far northern area of South Africa only had their tent for one year 

but already had planted no less than 17 churches. Hannes Venter, Coordinator of 

this area, was doing a tremendous work for the Lord. 

The Judea Harvest tent in Newcastle was stolen on 1 November 2002. Eyewitnesses 

said about 15 armed men stormed the tent, cut the ropes and dragged it away. The 

Judea Harvest Evangelist in that town, Jan Burger, immediately went to the site 

and only found the anchor poles still there. The team stood on the site and started 

singing praises to the Lord like when Paul and Silas were in prison. They praised 

the Lord and commanded the enemy to give the tent back. Later that same day 

somebody telephoned and said they saw the tent pitched at a certain spot. The 

tent had been sold to someone else for RIO 000. By the grace of God the tent 

was returned to the Judea Harvest team and they could continue their crusade, 

which resulted in 214 people being saved. Almost 2 500 young people attended 

the meetings. The team also received a steel structure that had been donated to 

them. This was used to later erect their first church building. 

ANoTHER vIsIT To INDIA

During a visit in November and December of 2002 a wonderful time were experienced 

in India. 

Pastor Paul Silvanus travelled with us from Channai to the Kerala region and back. We 

ministered to 6 congregations in various parts of India and dedicated two of the steel 

structures donated from South Africa. Both of these churches already had more than 

50 members at that stage - a miracle for India. Four of the ten steel structures pledged 

were already erected. 

For only R17 000 the building can be initiated for a new church in India. This is 50% of 

•

•

•
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the total cost. India is taking the responsibility for the rest. 

The Indian people desperately need to hear the Gospel. One billion people in India will 

be lost if Christ were to return today. We need to reach out to India. 

HARvEsT KEEPs FLoWING IN

“The flow of Judea Harvest in South Africa can be compared to the waves of the ocean 

- it just never ends! It seems as if the tide of the Holy Spirit is now coming in.” This apt 

comment by the President of Judea Harvest, Pastor Hansie Henning, was made during 

2002 when a number of new satellites had been established. 

The setting up of satellites forms a crucial part of the Judea Harvest process, which is 

aimed at activating the local church to gather the end time spiritual harvest through 

evangelism and church planting. It mobilizes the church to understand the importance 

of networking and partnership in order to achieve this. 

The set route that the process follows can be summed up as follows: 

Restoring the ministry of the Evangelist on all levels, namely house, church, national 

and international; 

Establishing satellites of like-minded churches to bring in the harvest collectively; 

Supplying tents to activate the vision and promote the planting of new churches. 

During 2001 the situation with regard to the establishment of new satellites including 

other developments was as follows: 

A new satellite had been started in North Western Pretoria, where Pastor Basil 

Sadler was appointed as Satellite Chairperson; 

A total of 22 students had attended the first contact session of the school of 

Evangelism in the Greater Carletonville Satellite, where the first tent had been 

dedicated on the 3rd of July; 

The first large Judea Harvest tent was pitched during the Apostolic Faith Mission 

Workers Council; 

1.

2.

3.

•

•

•
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New satellites had been formed in Polokwane and the Lowveld Region in the 

Northern Province (now Limpopo Province); 

A total of 27 tents were at the point of being delivered; 

A follow-up visit had been carried out to the Plettenberg Bay and Great Karoo 

Satellites; 

New satellites were planned for the near future in the Western Cape; 

A new satellite planned in Maseru. 

PAsToRs vIsIT usA

In June 2002, Pastors Hansie Henning and Louis Blom attended the annual DAWN Team 

meeting in Colorado Springs, USA.

They were afforded an opportunity to present the Judea Harvest Strategy to the 

conference and it was well received. By then, Judea Harvest recognized as an 

official associate of the DAWN vision and gratitude was expressed to God for this 

partnership. 

The Chief Executive Officer of DAWN at the time, Dr Steve Steele, visited South Africa 

and spent some time with Judea Harvest. He attended a satellite launch and tent 

dedication in Brakpan. 

The Funding Development team of DAWN paid a local visit during October 2002 to train 

Judea Harvest personnel in fund raising strategies in order to raise money for tents. 

PARTNER NEWs IN 2002

In early 2002, the Founder and Leader of Multi	Ministries met with the Judea Harvest 

Team at Bakubung and some projects were discussed in which the two ministries could 

join forces. 

On 25 May 2002, Judea Harvest held its largest regional conference in Northern KwaZulu- 

Natal and 20 tents were dedicated for 20 of the 25 satellites serving that area. 

•

•

•

•

•
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Each satellite did not only receive a tent but also 500 copies of the Gospel of John, 

in Zulu, donated by the Dutch Reformed Church of Moreleta Park, as well as God’s 

Answer to HIV/AIDS video training kits from World Teach. In addition, 20 bicycles were 

donated by Multi	Ministries to be used as transport by Evangelists. The bicycles came 

with heart charts and the accompanying instructions. 

All these contributions made this day a wonderful and exciting event in the history of 

Judea Harvest. 

As Multi	 Ministries are working very effectively in Zimbabwe with the aim of 

evangelizing to the lost and equipping the saints, it was also decided to donate a tent 

for their operations in the Victoria Falls area. 

This tent was the first Judea Harvest tent in Zimbabwe and was the first of many to 

follow for that nation. 
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THE TEAM

Hannes Butler
(Dipl Min, BM Part) – Financial Manager

After 24 years in the financial sector, he felt the call 
of God to the ministry. God doesn’t call the qualified 
He qualifies the called where you don’t give God 
instructions you just report for duty.

Danie was in pastoral ministry for 21 years, during which 
he spent 15 years as Senior Pastor of the Richards Bay 
Community Church. During his time as senior pastor, the 
church grew from 80 people to just over 1 000 and he was 
involved in the planting of 38 churches.

During his years as Senior Pastor, Danie was the 
International Coordinator for the “Local Pastors’ 
Consultation” for GCOWE’97. He was also leader for 
the “Local Church Pastors’” track for Love Southern 
Africa. Danie served on the National Leadership of the 
International Fellowship of Christian Churches where he 
was responsible for overseeing some 120 churches. During 
his years of ministry he has ministered on the subject of 
church planting in 30 African countries.

In 1999 he became the Managing Director of DAWN Africa, a church planting 
organization that operated in 30 African countries. He spent 8 years developing this 
organization in 30 African countries including the Indian Ocean Islands. 

In 2008 he joined Judea Harvest as director of overseas development. He also became 
CEO of Tshepo Foundation – a South African based foundation.
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Johan is a fulltime pastor for the passed 26 years. He 
is married, have four daugters and stay in Pretoria. 
During his ministry he always had a passion for the 
lost, teaching Biblical principles and planted several 
churches. He completed his doctrate at the university off 
Johannesburg. After a ministry in five assemblies in cities 
and rural areas he felt the urch to bring the Word off God 
to the people in need. During 2008 he joint the dinamic 
team off Judea Harvest and is involved in the traning off 

Church planters and mobilizing assemblies and satelites to 
help them planting churches.

Over the past 20 years Thea completed various fine art’s 
courses and received her diploma in Interior Décor and 
Design. After receiving a Sertificate in Theology from 
Auckland Park Cemenarium she has been actively 
involved in the ministry for many years, working full time 
for Judea Harvest for the last 10 years. Currently she is 
heading the T.V. Production Studio of Judea Harvest and 
enjoying the creative work of TV production.
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PRAyER

Prayer Photographs
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EvANGELIsM

Evangelism Photographs
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Judea Harvest was proud of their partners in World Teach with the two awards received 

in 2002 at the Annual World Teach Team Meeting in Atlanta. They received the award 

for the most effective operations in terms of money spent for the amount of people 

reached. 

They also received the award for the best growth by reaching 254 000 people with a 

Bible Teaching Seminar during 2001. 

“We are proud to be in partnership with them. We thank all the satellites that contributed 

towards the achieving of these goals. Let us continue to commit to winning our world 

for Jesus and to teach them everything that He has commanded us,” commented Pastor 

Louis Blom. 

Judea Harvest was also very excited that year about the visit of Dr Bruce Wilkinson of 

World Teach to South Africa. “We believe that this move would further enhance our 

partnership and will greatly impact the people of our country and continent.” 

21 TENTs IN oNE DAy

Every tent represents a new platform for the proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ 

and an opportunity for an Evangelist to fulfill God’s calling in his life. 

Within a year of the launch of Judea Harvest, the first tent was dedicated at Mbaswane 

in Northern KwaZulu-Natal - an event in which 35 existing churches participated. By the 

time 9 months had passed, 9 tents were operational in Northern KwaZulu-Natal. A total 

of 160 churches were involved. 

On 25 May 2002, 21 more tents were dedicated to the Lord for this area and the 

number of participating	churches	had	grown	to	300. At the same event, 21 bicycles 

were presented to Evangelists by Multi	Ministries as a means of transport and 40 

000 Zulu Bibles were distributed. Each tent was equipped with videotape sets on the 

subject of discipleship. 

As a result of Judea Harvest’s efforts in that area, 27 new churches were planted. 
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The 21 tents dedicated on that day could be compared to 21 new combined harvesters 

arriving for work in the harvest field of the Lord. 

Gratitude was expressed at the occasion to all who had contributed towards the success 

achieved in the area and the hope was expressed that this would serve as a lasting 

example to others to also get involved in bringing hope and help to less privileged 

communities. 

A CALL FoR CHuRCH uNITy

God is preparing the church in South Africa for an end-time outpouring of His Spirit. 

Various testimonies in this regard have been received. Strong prophecies came through 

and the first signs of this outpouring are already visible. Christians must prepare 

themselves and be ready for this. 

There are truths that are not negotiable that serve as forerunners for the Holy Spirit 

wave that is sweeping over our country. Personal dedication and a lifestyle of prayer 

are of the utmost importance. Spending time with God in intercession and corporate 

prayer is also vital. People coming together, churches praying together and a spirit of 

prayer are gripping us all. 

The Transformation	Vision plays a major role in bringing the nation together in prayer. 

The result will be a spirit of conviction and repentance. The heart of God is in church 

unity. The Judea Harvest concept emphasizes this irreplaceable truth. In Northern 

Natal, for example, up to 300 churches came together for the sake of the harvest. All 

over our country we are experiencing this urge towards unity. However, no one can 

achieve this alone. 

No local church in isolation can turn the tide within their community. At some point any 

individual effort will stagnate. We must have a heart for the whole Body of Christ - the 

Lord of the Harvest. The harvest is His, not ours. Together we will be able to effectively 

reach the lost, bring in the harvest and fulfill our great calling. 

JuDEA HARvEsT PRoMoTEs CHuRCH uNITy
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Jesus prayed in John 17: “That they all may be one; as Thou, Father, art in Me and 1 

in Thee, that they also may be one in Us; that the world may believe that Thou hast 

sent Me.” The Judea Harvest Team is experiencing how God is using the restoration 

of evangelism and church planting to bring about unity in the Body of Christ. It is a 

humbling experience to see 300 different churches working together with only one 

aim - gathering the Lord’s Harvest. Already more than 3 000 churches are involved in 

Judea Harvest. 

It is abundantly clear to the team that the most successful satellites are those that 

consist of different churches. If the satellite is only from one denomination, the 

success rate is not as significant. Is the Holy Spirit trying to tell us something with this 

phenomenon? 

It is a great privilege for the team to work with different partners and with different 

churches. At the moment, Judea Harvest is working with all the major Pentecostal 

churches in South Africa as well as with many Dutch Reformed Church Congregations 

and many Independent African churches. It is clear that Judea Harvest cannot achieve 

its vision in isolation. 

The Holy Spirit moves more powerfully where interdenominational unity is 

demonstrated. The Spirit is now working to answer the prayer of Jesus in John 17. The 

impact of this unity is evident in what God is now achieving namely a total of 21 tents 

dedicated in Richards Bay; 8 tents in the Western Cape; 6 tents in the Eastern Cape; 3 

tents in Welkom and 3 in Polokwane - all in one day! 

TIDAL WAvE IN NoRTHERN KZN

The hint of something brewing in the Northern KwaZulu- Natal region captured the 

attention of the Judea Harvest Team. From the first moment we set foot there we 

discovered a thirst and a hunger for God. We knew that there was nothing as important 

as to work where the Holy Spirit moves. God is definitely at work in the northern part 

of that province. The following was some of the physical evidence we found to confirm 

this: 
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We found a dedication and zeal under the servants of God to expand His Kingdom. 

Wherever we met with the leaders of the current satellites, others were waiting 

on us to help them. 

An example of this was the meeting held at Mtubatuba. We went to convene with 

8 of our satellites, only to find 6 new satellites waiting for us! Over the 5 months 

prior to the writing of this article, we had established 13 new satellites there. 

People were streaming to the evangelism outreaches and hundreds made 

commitments to follow Christ. The Kosi Bay satellite planted a church of 200 

members at Isifomothini and a 155-member church at Ngutshane. There were now 

2 new churches where only a few months before there had been nothing. 

Pastors experienced an overwhelming presence of the Holy Spirit in the tents. One of 

the Pastors remarked: “Whenever we pitched the tent we experienced someone in the 

tent. It must have been the Holy Spirit.” 

Pastors and people alike were crying out for more tents. In the Mbaswana area they 

over-utilized the tent Judea Harvest had supplied to them the previous year. They 

moved the tent on a weekly basis from church to church to serve the 30 pastors in the 

satellite. Pastors were begging us to help them. 

THIs TENT Is TRuLy sPECIAL

It is not uncommon, when traveling through South Africa, to see the blue and white 

Judea Harvest tent. However, a very special tent came into Judea Harvest’s possession 

at the end of 2002 when one of our dearest partners, Dr Bruce Wilkinson donated a 

2 000-seater tent to the project. The tent is used for mass evangelism outreaches and 

the HIV/AIDS and Leadership training courses. It is also made available on request to 

the Judea Harvest satellites. It can be booked through the Judea Harvest office. Many 

of the satellites have already made use of this great opportunity. 

BREAKTHRouGH IN NoRTH WEsT

During August 2002, the Dutch Reformed Church, Judea Harvest, Every Home for Christ 

and CFAN launched a massive taxi rank outreach in Rustenburg in the North West 

•

•

•
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Province. This rank served 190,000 commuters every day and the outreach lasted for 

20 days. Hundreds of people received Jesus Christ as their Savior and many miracles 

occurred. 

In October 2002, Johan Louw had a vision to take as many tents as possible into the 

area. Like a mighty army of God, a team of 60 people set out with 4 pickup trucks, 3 

cars and 3 caravans. In addition, 3 sleeping tents and 5 Judea Harvest tents were loaded 

into a big furniture truck. For 3 weeks they preached the Gospel of Jesus Christ in a 

stronghold of witchcraft and ancestral worship. From this outreach alone, 460 people 

were	baptized	 in	water and now serve the Lord in 4 new churches that have been 

planted there. Full-time workers were placed to shepherd the people. 

During the evangelism outreach 40 000 books and pamphlets from Every Home for 

Christ were distributed to homes in the area. The Jesus	 film was also used, along 

with God’s Answer to HIV/AIDS. We visited schools and ministered to them during the 

successful evangelism outreach. 

DIEPsLooT

Pastor Jaco Schutte of Doxa Deo Centurion has been a longstanding friend and supporter 

of Judea Harvest. In 2002 God spoke to Jaco concerning his own Judea area called 

Diepsloot and oliewenhoutbosch. God told Jaco that He would bless his local church 

in Centurion if he blessed the poorest churches in the squatter and Reconstruction and 

Development Programme (RDP) areas. 

Since then Doxa Deo church in Centurion sponsored 15 tent churches to be planted and 

extended 5 tents to contain the growth. Jaco continues to meet with the group of +/- 50 

pastors in a monthly equipping meeting and his church also sponsors the training of 50 

church planters. These church planters were trained by the Judea Harvest team, Danny 

Mbusi and Gabriel Fisher. House Evangelists visited homes in the area, spreading the 

Good News and every month one or two new churches were planted. Louis Blom and 

Jaco Schutte have resolved to continue to evangelize this area until it is transformed by 

the power of our Lord Jesus and the Kingdom has come. 
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Chapter 4

Breaking Barriers
GoD AT WoRK IN ZIMBABWE

In February 2002 the Judea Harvest Team conducted a routine meeting to discuss the 

progress of the work being done. Zimbabwe wasn’t even on the agenda. Suddenly, 

by divine intervention of the Holy Spirit, the command was clearly received: “Go to 

Zimbabwe and deliver the message I will give you.”

The individuals present at the meeting were asked to give any information that may be 

pertinent to Zimbabwe, in an effort to obtain clarity and the answer was: “The Apostolic 

Faith Mission (AFM) in Zimbabwe is holding its annual conference next week ...” 

By the end of the following week Pastors Hansie Henning and Hennie Jacobs were at 

the conference venue at Rufaro, between Masvingo and Harare in Zimbabwe. The first 

person they made contact with was the National Coordinator for Evangelism, Pastor 

Phanuel Chiweshe. Thereafter the two Judea Harvest pastors met with the Executive 

Council of the church and briefly addressed them. 

The Holy Spirit gave the Church Leaders present a Word that deeply touched their 

hearts. They started asking each other: “Who are these men who know our well-kept 

secrets?” Pastor Jacobs then briefly shared the Judea Harvest vision with them. At that 

evening’s service, which was attended by more than 10,000 people, the 2 Pastors were 

granted an opportunity to speak. Pastor Henning spoke about the Judea Harvest vision 

and told them that he was trusting God to provide 100 tents for Zimbabwe. 

Pastor Jacobs shared a vision he had, which he believed God had for Zimbabwe with 

the masses. In the vision he saw waves of restoration, in the form of flames, rolling 
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over that land, signifying a major Christian revival, particularly amongst the youth. 

Pastor Jacobs encouraged them by saying that if the people would hear and obey the 

voice of God, the Lord would use the AFM (Apostolic Faith Mission) in Zimbabwe to 

make a major impact on that nation. It was no coincidence that the theme of the AFM 

conference was indeed just that - “Restoration!” 

During a subsequent prayer, the people suddenly felt the holy presence of the Lord 

overwhelming them and they cried out to Him with loud voices. It was as if a great fire 

had been ignited in the spiritual realm. When Pastor Henning called the Pastors closer, 

they surged forward. All just wanted to be touched! 

While the eyes of the world are carefully following events in Zimbabwe, we believe the 

Lord is going to use this opportunity to His honor. (Read Isa 9:1-4). 

HoPE FoR ZIMBABWE

Upon the Pastors’ return journey to South Africa, they heard that someone had already 

pledged the first Judea Harvest tent for Zimbabwe. Many more are, however, needed 

to bring the hope of Jesus Christ to that country. 

Miraculous things started happening when Judea Harvest, prompted by the Holy Spirit, 

began reaching out to communities in Zimbabwe during 2002. Representatives of Judea 

Harvest visited Zimbabwe on two separate occasions, after which Pastor Choto was 

appointed as the National Judea Harvest Coordinator. He arranged a one-day meeting 

in Gweru, to which all the provincial coordinators were invited. 

The President of the Apostolic Faith Mission in Zimbabwe, Dr. Manyika, welcomed 

the delegates, after which issues such as the Judea Harvest concept of evangelism, 

church planting and the provincial coordinators’ operational system were discussed. A 

National	Judea	Harvest	Conference was planned for April of 2003. 

The gathering was a resounding success, with the Church Leaders expressing their 

gratitude to God for this inspiring vision. Many commented that this was the Lord’s 

answer to their prayers. 
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The program started and as the tent became operational in Zimbabwe, more than 500 

people were attending the evening services each evening. 

World Teach videos were distributed and 11 pastors used the material contained 

therein. Over 10 000 Zimbabweans had by then been exposed to the teaching on HIV/

AIDS and the Prayer of Jabez and this material was in great demand. 

Prior to the conference planned for that country, the Judea Project attempted to 

mobilize 14 churches in South Africa to donate 14 tents for Zimbabwe. The idea was 

for each church to adopt a province and in this way, bring hope to the people of that 

land. We wanted to hand over the tents at the congress and in doing so, grant the 

representatives of each SA church the opportunity to personally meet the coordinator 

of their adopted Zimbabwean province. 

The churches helped their respective provinces by providing leadership training and 

attending annual conferences there. Churches were also able to send evangelical and 

missionary teams on short-term outreaches to their provinces. What made this first 

Judea Harvest Conference in Zimbabwe so special was the fact that it formed part of a 

National Youth Conference. 

“We believe that in one powerful action, the whole of Zimbabwe can be impacted for 

God. We believe further that the Holy Spirit is raising up an army of young people who 

will ignite their nation for the Lord. Zimbabwean Pastors and Evangelists are ready and 

on fire. They just need some help and guidance in order to make a lasting difference,” 

GoD ACTIvE IN NAMIBIA

In 2002 we saw a fresh move of the Holy Spirit in Namibia and the church took on 

the responsibility of evangelizing the nation. As the Judea Harvest Team travelled the 

country during January 2002, we could sense that God was going to do something 

very special in this nation. There was a visible spirit of expectancy in the lives of God’s 

people. By then the Judea Harvest project was well established and 12 tents were 

deployed across Namibia. 
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At a conference presented in Windhoek, Hennie Jacobs and Louis Blom conducted 

training in prayer strategies, evangelism and discipleship. The vision to see 30 tents 

established by the end of 2002 was shared and accepted by all present. By the start of 

2003 one could look back and truly say, “Our God is faithful!” By then there were more 

than 30 tents deployed in Namibia and the goal for December of that year was to see 

100 tents deployed. 

CAPE FLATs oN FIRE - THIs TIME FoR JEsus!

It was a Holy Spirit-inspired moment; a former gang leader and his team of 4 were 

standing before Pastors Hansie Henning and Hennie Jacobs. “We have been saved by 

Jesus and we are now His ‘Hit Squad’. We are working in some of the most dangerous 

places in the Western Cape. Please, give us a tent!” It took only an instant to make a 

positive decision and they went away rejoicing and praising God for His goodness. 

This new tent was pitched in Lotus River and from 12- 13 April 2002 Pastors Henning 

and Jacobs joined the evangelism outreach. This outreach was requested by the SA 

Police Service because of the high levels of violence prevalent in the area. 

In the tent, the young “Hit Squad” team of about 8 members, led by Dougie Adonis, 

ministered in song and drama to a group of formerly hopeless people. With passion 

they testified how their lives of gangsterism, drugs and violence had dramatically been 

turned around. 

They testified of the saving grace of Jesus Christ and challenged the many young people 

present to not throw their lives away but to turn to Jesus. 

These young people are now fearless for the sake of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. They 

are in full-time service to the Lord Jesus and live off whatever offerings they receive 

from the poverty-stricken people they are ministering to. There are days that they only 

live on dry bread. During the daytime they visit the community from door to door to 

minister to their needs and to lead people to Jesus. They show the HIV/AIDS video to 

inform the community and stage modeling classes to attract young people in order to 

minister to them. 
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“They are God’s Champions, these warriors who have been rescued from the dead! 

Dougie, we salute you! We salute your team. You are an inspiration to us all. You 

encourage us to continue,” Pastor Henning told them. Dougie’s parting words were, 

“Thank you Judea Harvest and your sponsors for giving us a chance.” 

* The Hit Squad for Jesus provided the following report on their activities at the time 

on the Cape Flats: 

Scottsville,	Kraaifontein: Two weeks in this gang-ridden area resulted in 120 people 

committing their lives to Christ. 

Kleinvlei: Two weeks in this area plagued by poverty and gang-related violence 

resulted in 90 souls committing their lives to Jesus. 

Bonteheuwel: A total of 107 people were saved during the two weeks spent in this 

area, distraught by crime and alcoholism 

Nooitgedacht: Two months were spent in this area, which has a particularly high 

crime rate, and 160 residents committed their lives to Jesus. 

Elsiesrivier: It is an area where gangster activity is rife. During our two-month stay, 

160 people committed their lives to Jesus. 

Chris	 Hani	 Squatter	 Camp: Five weeks of ministering resulted in 190 people 

saved. 

“In every area that we were active in, youth groups have been established to do the 

follow-up work. Our vision is to train 12 groups to use Judea Harvest tents to evangelize 

in areas where no one else is willing to go. 

“Much of our work includes presenting HIV/AIDS and drug awareness training, visits to 

prisons and schools and launching campaigns. 

“We proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ by means of drama, singing, rap music, worship 

dancing and the Word of God. 

“Pray for us that we may achieve our goals and pray with us for funds, musical 

•

•

•

•

•

•
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instruments and transport, so that we may continue our work. We are grateful to Judea 

Harvest for their help and support.” 

DuTCH REFoRMED CHuRCH REACHEs ouT To sosHANGuvE

Dominee Hendrik Saayman, who heads the outreach programme of the Moreleta Park 

congregation of the Dutch Reformed Church (DRC), shared his vision to mobilize the 

labourers to plant new churches. 

He spent one year travelling and researching various models of church planting 

throughout the world. Through a divine appointment, he met with Judea Harvest 

representatives. Without hesitation, the Mission Board of his church decided to go into 

a partnership with Judea Harvest and donate 7 tents for church planting and evangelism 

to the satellite in Soshanguve. 

The satellite was launched and 1 tent donated during 2002. Since then, a great number 

of evangelism outreaches were hosted and a great spiritual harvest gathered. There 

are 23 churches of various denominations involved in the satellite and 16 people were 

trained in evangelism and outreach work. 

Churches that qualify in terms of the set criteria receive a tent to plant a church and 

establish the congregation. The tent remains there for 1-2 years to serve as a temporary 

church until a permanent building is erected. With this wonderful donation from the 

DRC Moreleta Park, the aim was to plant at least 10 new churches that year. 

The involvement of the church only begins with the initial donation and the plan 

suggests that some congregation members become actively engaged in the training 

of evangelists and the launching of an outreach programme. A Youth Ministry is also 

launched at each new church plant and the graduate team of the ZoE youth Ministry 

volunteered their services for one year to the Soshanguve Satellite. 

It was six o’clock one Thursday morning in April 2003. Twelve people were ready to 

tackle the long journey to Zimbabwe with the mission to deliver 10 Judea Harvest tents 

and connect provinces in Zimbabwe with churches in South Africa. The goal was to 
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donate at least 1 tent to each of the 14 provinces in Zimbabwe. Each province would 

act as a Judea Harvest satellite and appoint a Coordinator. Churches in South Africa 

would be appointed to each province to assist it in effectively bringing in the spiritual 

harvest in their province. 

In the group were the Judea Harvest leadership, Pastors from Pretoria and Nelspruit 

and a team from the Woord-en-Lewe church in Boksburg. A team from Every Home 

for Christ as well as a representative from The Churches of Christ also joined us at this 

momentous occasion. Arriving late on the Thursday evening, the team went straight to 

the conference hall where Pastor Louis Blom delivered a short message. Judea Harvest 

President Pastor Hansie Henning opened the Friday morning meeting with a Judea 

Harvest presentation. 

The Woord-en-Lewe church took responsibility for six provinces in Zimbabwe. They 

also brought clothes for their provinces. The Lowveld and Nelspruit churches took 

responsibility for Harare, and Pretoria also adopted a province. With great joy the 

news came through on the Friday night that the tents had arrived in Gweru, where 

the Judea Harvest conference was being held. All the Zimbabwean Coordinators were 

thrilled to see the tents and free kits they would be receiving. From that point on, the 

Coordinators would be in direct contact with their South African partners. 

Teams from the South African partners would visit Zimbabwe at least once a year and 

participate in Judea Harvest conferences. The partners supported each coordinator 

with a financial contribution of R500 per month. 

ABuNDANT HARvEsT IN EAsTERN CAPE

Judea Harvest has made major inroads in the Eastern Cape and the spiritual harvest 

gathered for the Lord has been abundant. The following report by Pastor Patrick 

Douglas-Henry during 2003 provides an insight into the growth achieved at the time 

of reporting: 

“I am going through to Queenstown shortly to visit a particularly poor area. The 

Apostolic Faith Mission (AFM) there has organized the structure of a satellite and has 
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obtained the services of an Evangelist who has completed the Evangelism Course. They 

are hungry to begin planting a church, so please put them on the list of places urgently 

requiring a tent. There are AFM Representatives in at least four other areas that phone 

me regularly to seek tents and the opportunity to plant churches. These areas are 

Graaf Reinett, King Williamstown, Motherwell and Port Alfred (resorting under the 

Grahamstown Satellite). 

“The Grahamstown Satellite has taken off well and is penetrating the rural areas, but 

it needs an additional tent. “Addo is faring well. Its Satellite Coordinator, Pastor Oswell 

Ngcongo, appointed a good Evangelist there three months ago and moved him to 

Kirkwood in the Kabega Satellite, where a new church is to be planted. He has also 

placed a young pastor, named Diko at Addo. 

“We have, to date, 13 tents in the Eastern Cape, of which unfortunately 3 have been 

damaged by tremendous gales that have swept through our region. Two are still in 

need of repair but we are expecting that to happen in the near future. 

“Despite this, very exciting reports of church planting continue to pour in. We have 

recently received seven World Teach Kits to help satellites with teaching materials to 

help to disciple the people who are new Christians. 

“In June 2003 we were privileged to dedicate 5 new tents and to rededicate the 1 in the 

Port Elizabeth Satellite, which had been repaired after being damaged in a storm. 

“Grahamstown, Kabega, Walmer, Addo and Tehillah Satellites were added as well as 

one working under Colin Fibiger, who, after conducting several evangelism outreaches, 

is going to start working in the Tstsikamma area. 

“The Jeffrey s Bay Satellite is about to plant a church in Lourie and they have also 

obtained a 2nd tent, which they plan to utilize in the Humansdorp area.” 

EvERy HoME FoR CHRIsT AND JuDEA HARvEsT

Use this message to reach a friend for Christ.
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Every Home for Christ South Africa (EHC) and Judea Harvest (JH) has joined hands to get 

the Gospel to every home. EHC uses the Heart Pictures of Gospel Publishers and other 

tools to help train pastors and evangelists in effective home to home evangelism. 

This free training is also available to churches and other ministries. Email EHC for more 

information at ehcsa@netactive.co.za or psimonis@mweb.co.za - We thank God for 

this ministry, which adds value to Judea Harvest. 

THE BATTLE FoR souLs

What Africa needs is the Gospel of Jesus Christ. That is also the main reason why millions 

are praying in stadiums all over the country. Here is a very simple way of explaining the 

Gospel to your family, workers and friends: 

The whole world focuses its attention on the battlefield in Iraq but the real war in life is 

between Light and Darkness. The battlefield comprises our hearts and minds. 

This is what it looks like when Satan controls a life. He hides himself so you will not 

see him, but his presence is manifested by sins like pride (represented in a traditional 

African context by a peacock), immorality (a dog), dirty thoughts and lifestyles (a pig), 

laziness and witchcraft (a tortoise), anger and hatred (a leopard), jealousy and lying (a 

snake) and greed (a frog). 

Your sins must be forgiven, your heart cleansed and Satan must lose control or else 

you will end up in hell with him! God does not want mankind in hell - it is a place made 

for Satan and his demons. God loves us so much that He gave His only Son, Jesus, as a 

sacrifice for our sins (John 3:16). 

Open your heart to Him today. Repent of your sins by praying this prayer: “0 Lord Jesus, 

please forgive my sins and take control of my life! I need you! Amen.”

If you prayed that and meant it, the light of God’s presence will stream into your heart 

right now - driving out sin and the devil. Jesus is breaking the power and rule of Satan 

in your life! This is good news, but there is more to come! 
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God wants to fill you with His Holy Spirit! Just ask Him sincerely: “Father God, in Jesus’ 

Name, please fill me with the Holy Spirit. Holy Spirit, please take control of my life!” 

The Holy Spirit will glorify Jesus and give Him the central place in your life. This is what 

Jesus did for you. He was sacrificed for you, so you can receive His righteousness (right-

standing with God). The pillar is a symbol of that righteousness that you must receive 

by faith. 

Clothe yourself with Jesus through baptism (Gal 3:27) and with His righteousness that 

He gives to every believer as a free gift. Jesus opens the way for you into the wonderful 

presence of Father God. Accepting the righteousness of Jesus, you can be in Father 

God’s special presence all the time. It will change your heart, mind and spirit and then 

your ways will change and you will find it a joy to obey Him! 

Get into His presence right now and thank Him for Jesus who opened the way for you 

to Him. Speak to the Father about your deepest needs, fears and problems. He hears 

you. Expect great things from Him in your life! 

MIRACLEs IN MADAGAsCAR

by Pierre Wuytack

In bringing the church to the people of Madagascar during 2003, the power of God 

touched the poorest community of the capital, Antananarivo. 

The first Judea Harvest tent, dubbed the Warrior of Christ, produced a greater spiritual 

harvest in one year than what had been achieved over the previous four years in the 

small building where they had formerly worshipped. 

During the six months of a civil war that raged there, the church had been unable 

to hold open-air evangelical meetings. However, despite this, 1 752 souls were saved 

through the Spirit of God and the Gospel of Jesus Christ. During this period, 88 people 

underwent a water baptism. The teaching videos of Dr Bruce Wilkinson and others were 

shown, as well as a translated French language video on AIDS, also by Dr Wilkinson, and 

its message was taught afterwards on a monthly basis. 
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In addition to caring for the spiritual well-being of the people, the church also cared 

for the physical welfare of the very poor and destitute. In the year of ministering to 

the very poor, the church cared for 156 families and 70 individual people by supplying 

them with food and clothing. Over 20 of the most destitute people received food on a 

regular, weekly basis. 

Miracles were seen and witnessed by many people. Among these were the healing 

of asthma, cancer and tuberculosis and deliverance from alcohol and tobacco abuse, 

through the grace of the Lord. 

Another highly effective ministry that was introduced was the Accelerated Christian 

Education (ACE) system that was employed by a school for underprivileged children in 

the area. The first French Christian School in Africa opened its doors in the two Judea 

Harvest tents in Madagascar. 

January 2003 saw the inauguration of the School of Tomorrow in the capital city. The 

presence of High Malagasy Government representatives and the Director of ACE for 

Africa, the Reverend Graham Yoko, attended the opening ceremony. Media coverage 

by the national TV station and newspapers was outstanding and the media promoted 

the hope that we had for this country. The President of Madagascar, Mr. Marc 

Ravalomanana, called on the churches to help in the struggle to alleviate the burdens 

of poverty, sickness and ignorance on the island. 

During a religious service, broadcast via the national television, the President gave 

a public address and renewed His Christian declaration of faith, adding: “So that the 

people of Madagascar may better understand the importance of all actions placed 

under the blessings of God ... Because nothing can be achieved without the will of God, 

who is our Guide and Light “ 

We were granted the opportunity to bring the Good News and make disciples of the 

future generation by offering them the knowledge of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, by 

means of Christian-based education. 

Three schools were opened for children from impoverished families who live under 
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austere conditions. What a joy it was for these little ones when, for the first time, they 

dressed in school uniforms and were provided with all their tuition material! It was a 

great blessing to see them sitting behind the specially manufactured desks required by 

the ACE authorities. 

Thank you for the vision of Judea Harvest, which made it possible for the blessings of 

Jesus Christ to reach even Madagascar! 

A DREAM BECoMEs REALITy

Judea Harvest realized that Soweto was in great need of evangelism and church planting. 

After meeting Pastor Kola de Klerk and hearing his vision for Soweto we appointed him 

as our coordinator. This is a report from Pastor Kola: 

The release that came with the abolishment of apartheid resulted in me, building 

friends, with black pastors working in and around Soweto. On my return from a visit 

to such a friend in the winter of 2001, I was driving through the suburbs of Naledi 

and Dobsonville in Soweto when a sudden sadness overwhelmed me. In a moment, 

God opened my eyes and I looked passed the dust and poverty and suddenly saw the 

hopelessness of the city. My eyes were wet until I drove into the paved driveway of my 

comfortable suburban home. 

Suddenly God’s plan for me was clear. My task is to help the many churches that 

couldn’t be born due to the constraints of resources and facilities. My second task was 

to release the hundreds of churches from the confines of their school classrooms so they 

can grow. 

During the following two years Dawn Ministries and several other partners, including 

my local church, helped me to research the city to enable strategic church planting and 

development. We produced a “map studio” map, indicating the locality of every church, 

sangoma, bar and cult church with GPS coordinates. 

In the four years it was my privilege to facilitate the planting and growth of more than 

74 new churches in Soweto and surrounding areas. The training and mentoring of these 
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pastors ensured a failure rate of less than two percent. 

From these 74 new churches has flowed 4 new permanent church buildings and 

another 3 are currently in progress. It is my opinion that this strategic church planting 

and development project has only achieved about twenty percent of its full potential. 

Soweto has more than 4 million people, less than 300 visible churches, more than 900 

bars and only 1 university. 

We will continue to develop and empower churches to change the face of the biggest 

city in South-Africa. 
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Chapter 5

Holistic Approach
JuDEA HARvEsT ACTIvE IN LoWvELD

Evangelist Izak Roets, the Judea Harvest Area Coordinator for the Lowveld, started 

working in Komatipoort with one evangelism outreach tent in 2003. He conducted 

research in his area and found that 21 satellites were needed to effectively reach the 

Lowveld. 

A three-year plan was drafted and a target set of establishing 7 satellites per year. The 

first 7 satellites were formed, involving 112 churches, with 4 evangelism outreach tents 

in use. In August 2004, a Judea Harvest Office for the Lowveld was opened. From this 

office a food and clothing scheme was also launched. 

There are plans underway to establish pre-schools in every tent with a food tunnel 

already in the planning phase. During every evangelism outreach the Jesus film is 

shown. The area has enrolled their first 3 evangelist students. 9 churches have been 

planted as a result of the evangelism outreaches during 2003. 

WoRLD TEACH AWARDs

World Teach partners Judea Harvest, were presented with 2 coveted annual awards 

at the 2003 World Teach Team Meeting in Atlanta, Georgia, in the Uprooted States of 

America. 

They received the award for the most effective operations in terms of money spent 

for the amount of people reached, as well as the award for displaying the best growth 

by reaching 254 000 people with a Bible teaching seminar presented during the 
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previous year. 

Judea Harvest was proud to be in partnership with them and gratitude was also 

expressed towards the satellites involved, which had contributed towards making this 

achievement possible. 

* Also in that year, the new Jabez training had become available and satellites were 

provided with the necessary video kits in this regard. 

Furthermore, Dr Bruce Wilkinson of World Teach paid a visit to South Africa, where he 

and his family were warmly welcomed. It was felt that his visit had further enhanced 

the partnership between World Teach and Judea Harvest and would greatly impact the 

people of this country, as well as elsewhere in Africa. 

800 TENTs IN sA…

Judea Harvest is a Holy Spirit-driven wind that is blowing through the world. Its unique 

concept of utilizing tents for evangelism and church planting has already spread 

from South Africa to Madagascar, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Swaziland, Lesotho, 

Mozambique and even to Brazil. 

In the RSA, more than 3 500 churches are involved in over 200 satellites that make use 

of 800 such tents. By this means, more than 150 000 people hear the Gospel of Jesus 

Christ every evening. An Evangelist or Church Planter, working in cooperation with a 

group of Pastors uses his tent to see people saved, delivered, healed and more workers 

are mobilized in these tents. 

The vision is to send out 6 tents per day to bring in the end-time harvest for the Lord. 

During the past five years about I 500 new churches were planted. The vision is to 

saturate an area with 50 to 100 tents to really bring hope to the residents and to change 

the spiritual climate. Statistics show that every tent will plant at least 4 new churches 

per year. 

A great milestone was reached on 1 August 2004 when tent number 800 was dedicated 
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in Boksburg. This is God at work. He is giving us a window of opportunity to bring in 

His Harvest. Somebody once said: “The opportunity of a lifetime must be seized in the 

lifetime of the opportunity.” 

After visiting all areas in the country to establish the need, it was clear to me that 3 

000 tents are needed now. Over the past five years Judea Harvest proved that it has 

the potential to make a major impact on the continent of Africa - to uplift, empower 

and transform people. Tents are an extremely cost-effective and mobile way in Africa to 

penetrate previously disadvantaged and poor communities. It brings immediate hope 

to those it serves and literally takes the church to the people. 

HARvEsTING IN THE KARoo

One of our friends had a vision from God during the Christmas holidays of 2004. God 

challenged him to invest in 5 tents for the Great Karoo. The vision was discussed and 

prayed through. Leaders of the Karoo were consulted and with great enthusiasm the 

project was launched in March 2005. Pastor Frikkie de Jager testified at the launch 

meeting that he has trusted God for many months for a Judea Harvest operation in 

Middelburg. This was a marvelous conformation that God was with us. George and 

Elize Claasen sponsored the 5 tents along with the holistic community development 

projects. 

This meant that members of the team would be in Middelburg, Cradock, Colesberg , 

Graaff Reinett and De Aar every month for the next two years. George Claasen made 

accommodation available for the team and the first tent was dedicated in Middelburg. 

Hundreds of souls are being reached with the current evangelism outreaches. 

The	holistic	process	implemented	is:

• Launching prayer altars to saturate the town with prayer; 

• Train and guide pastors into the harvesting process; 

• Train House evangelists; 

• Train volunteers on God’s answer to HIV/AIDS; 
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• Dedicate tent to rotate in evangelism outreaches; 

• Plant new churches and select tent plant; 

• Start Bless program pre-school in tent; 

• Start Hydroponics tunnels to feed poor and create jobs. 

At the time of this publication all 5 tents in the Karoo will have been dedicated and 

placed in the field. The wonderful thing about Judea Harvest is wherever you find 

people you will find Judea Harvest tents, even in remote rural areas like the Karoo. 

HELPING To PRoMoTE LITERACy

During the past year, Judea Harvest has been establishing programmes to extend its 

ministry to include a more holistic approach. This means that its future focus will not 

only be on evangelism, the training and equipping of Evangelists and Church Planters 

and the dispatching of tents in the field of ministry for church planting, but also on 

meeting the basic needs of the communities it serves. 

A major need that has been identified is for literacy and basic education for thousands 

of children - many of them AIDS orphans - in the townships, informal settlements and 

rural areas. By entering into a partnership with Accelerated	Christian	Education (ACE), 

Judea Harvest wants to carry out the vision to take basic literacy education to the 

people. 

The mission is to take basic education to underprivileged pre-school children who may 

never enjoy the opportunity of enrolling at a school with a formal academic programme, 

as well as adults who cannot read or write, by establishing Literacy Centers within the 

Judea Harvest satellite network. 

A five-point strategy is in place whereby assistance is provided to those who feel called 

to establish such a centre. The start-up, maintenance and further development of such 

centers function under the umbrella of Judea Harvest and ACE’s Operation Outreach. 

Currently the cost for the first year is R4 500 per school, which includes training, meals 

and materials. 
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THE HousE EvANGELIsT

The church is currently engaged in the greatest battle for souls in the history of the 

world. There are now more people living on this planet than ever before. Therefore 

there is a need for more workers to take the Gospel to the people with greater urgency 

than in the past. 

We are living in the greatest but also the worst of times. The greatest, as God is doing 

great and mighty things through His church and the worst, as we are losing and have 

lost more people to the scourge of AIDS than all the wars and natural catastrophes put 

together. The church has been afforded this great opportunity to bring in a harvest of 

souls the likes of which has never been seen or equaled. 

vIsIoN

“To raise up labourers (Field Workers) who will bring in the end time harvest, in the 

shortest time possible by taking the Gospel and the AIDS-message into every home.” 

These labourers are called Field Workers, as they are the ones who work in the Master’s 

field. The Field Worker is the House Evangelist who takes the Gospel of peace and the 

AIDS message into the homes of those who need it the most. 

This is a ministry that Jesus introduced to His disciples in Luke 10:1 to 12: “After these 

things the Lord appointed seventy others also and send them two by two before His 

face into every city and place where He Himself was about to go.” In verse two He tells 

us why: “The harvest truly is great but the labourers are few.” 

In the next 5 years, 5 million	people	will	be	dead	and	another	4	million	are	waiting	to	

die due to HIv/AIDs. We need to act now if we are going to bring in this harvest, as the 

available time is fast running out! 

ACTIoN PLAN

The plan of action involves recruiting Field Workers/House Evangelists from every 

church that is part of a satellite, that has a heart for the lost and that is willing to reach 

its Judea for God - training Field Workers in God’s Answer to HIV/AIDS and The Heart of 
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Man Chart (both shortened versions). Field workers must be mobilized and motivated 

to reach every home in their respective areas by doing home visitation and presenting 

God’s Answer to HIV/AIDS and Heart of Man ,and leave a Gospel Booklet (Way to God) 

at the home visited. 

A Field Worker visits a minimum of 15 homes per month or 3 homes per week. Visiting 

only 15 homes per month make it easier to do follow-up visits. The Field Worker thus 

become the hands, eyes and feet of the local church and also increases the visibility 

of the church and adds to the church those who are being saved. Field Workers are to 

advise families with regards to other services available to them, such as government 

grants, home-based care, HIV/AIDS testing centers and more. The tent/church building 

also becomes a care centre where people can receive AIDS counseling and obtain help 

from the local church with regards to information on grants and other social benefits. 

More people can be reached for Jesus and the harvest can be rescued if this approached 

is followed. People of God, we need not waste the precious time that we have - let us 

get to work in the Master’s field! 

sATELLITE sTRATEGy THE KEy

The Judea Harvest concept of forming satellites to implement the vision of bringing the 

Gospel of Jesus Christ to every person in Southern Africa is the key to the phenomenal 

success being achieved. With a personnel consisting of only 7 pastors and 3 secretaries, 

this daunting challenge would be impossible for Judea Harvest to carry out. Therefore 

we mobilize and equip local leaders in every satellite. 

WHAT Is A sATELLITE?

A satellite is a group of like-minded church leaders within a geographical area who 

collectively take the responsibility to reach out to every person and home in their area. 

The first satellite was established in April 1999 in Namibia and since then no less than 

240 such units have been created in partnership with approximately 5 909 churches in 

over 17 countries in Africa. A total of 1 700 tents are already in use in the field. 

The following reasons provide convincing proof that this satellite idea is from God: 
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It has forged much-needed unity within the church of Jesus Christ. 

God has already placed leaders in every area that will obey His will and be His 

instruments to meet the needs within their communities, which, in most cases, they 

have already identified. 

A network system with built-in accountability is required to channel valuable 

resources and opportunities in a responsible way through to the grassroots level. 

The success of the project speaks for itself in this regard. 

God promised to provide signs of His approval and anointing to those who believe. 

The Godly signs in the Judea Harvest context are the enormous number of successful 

evangelism outreaches and door-to-door evangelism, during which a vast number 

of souls are being won for the Kingdom of God, resulting in the growth of existing 

churches and the planting of new ones. For example:

81 new churches have been planted in Soweto

In Richards Bay (2004) 41 evangelism outreaches were held, attended by 209 

990 people and resulting in 13 417 conversions and the planting of 6 new 

churches. 

Tribute is hereby paid to every Area Coordinator, Task Force Leader and Pastor in the 

Judea Harvest satellite network. They are the real heroes and mighty deliverers. 

PRoJECT To FEED THE PooR, CREATE JoBs

The Judea Harvest’s Food Tunnel-project is aimed at providing sustenance for 

impoverished communities in crisis and empowering people within the church to 

becoming self-sustained entrepreneurs. 

Judea Harvest has acknowledged its social responsibility to help alleviate the plight of 

the less fortunate individuals and families living within the communities it serves. By 

means of the Food Tunnel Project, income can be generated for those who take the 

responsibility of establishing such food-producing tunnels. The poor can be fed at soup 

kitchens where the produce of the food tunnels can be utilized and home-based HIV/

AIDS care programmes can be supported by providing the necessary daily nourishment 

•

•

•

•

•

•
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for patients suffering from the disease. 

Special entrepreneurial skills training is provided to those who need such food tunnels 

in their communities. Such training includes:

a) Introduction to hydroponics

b) How to erect hydroponic structures

c) Which crops can be successfully grown in the food tunnels

d) Farm vegetables

e) Maintenance and operation of a tunnel 

f) Marketing and selling the produce. 

The church needs all the tools at its disposal to bring in the end-time harvest. One 

means to this end is for the church to spearhead community development projects 

within needy communities, especially in the informal settlements. This food project of 

Judea Harvest is our effort to fight poverty and create jobs. 

A WAvE oF EvANGELIsM

Breakthrough in South Africa

A major breakthrough has been achieved with the wave of evangelism that has engulfed 

South Africa since 1999. The revival of the calling of Evangelists has had a tremendous 

impact on church planting and growth. 

The Judea Harvest concept of literally taking the church to the people has challenged 

the local church to take ownership of and responsibility for its own area of operation. 

The result of this has been the dedication of Judea	Harvest’s	first	1	000	tents	in	the	

country. These tents are fulfilling a major need, especially in the fields of church 

planting, leadership training, bringing churches together and sharing in community 

development. 

The Judea Harvest Satellites, coordinating systems and leadership development have 
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been characteristics of this breakthrough. Judea Harvest has furthermore become a 

very important platform for other missions and evangelical ministries to take hands in 

a partnership with the project. Every Home for Christ, World Teach, DAWN Africa and 

Campus Evangelism outreach are in association with Judea Harvest. 

PRAyER PoINTs (ALTARs)

A vital link in this wave of evangelism is the establishment of special prayer altars, 

which are focal points for taking prayer to the people, making prayer a tangible and 

practical force in people’s lives and inspiring people to direct their prayers towards 

meeting the needs within their own areas and communities. 

Over 6 000 such prayer points or altars have been established in squatter camps, on 

farms, in cities and even in neighboring countries. Judea Harvest believes that this 

wave of evangelism is part of the divine plan for God’s end time, directed by the power 

of the Holy Spirit. It has also emphasized the significance of the ministry of the ordinary 

local Evangelist. 

We have immense faith in the calling of God’s end time harvesters. Judea Harvest, 

indeed, has only one major prayer: “Lord of the Harvest, send out workers to gather 

Your harvest.” 
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Chapter 6

The Holy Spirit at Work
THE HoLy sPIRIT CAN TRANsFoRM THE WoRLD

The theme of the 20th World Pentecostal Conference, held in South Africa ‘Come, Holy 

Spirit, transform our world’, was and still is of great importance to the Judea Harvest 

Ministry. 

What do we expect when we pray this prayer? It has been 2 000 years since the Day 

of Pentecost. Has the world become a better place to live in? What do we expect the 

Holy Spirit to do in our world? With the fall of Adam and Eve, paradise was lost. Do we 

expect the Holy Spirit to restore or regain it, or how should He transform our world? 

This world, which is like a sinking ship, will not be kept afloat indefinitely. The Great 

Commission of our Lord is to get as many souls saved and rescued while they are still in 

this life. In many ways, things will still get worse before that great and glorious day of 

the Second Coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

How do we then expect the Holy Spirit to transform our world? The transformation of 

our world by the Holy Spirit means in the first place, that the Great Commission will be 

brought to completion. For the greatest part of the transformation of this world, the 

Holy Spirit is working through the church. True believers, born-again and filled with the 

Holy Spirit, need to witness and proclaim the Gospel of His love and grace. 

A second manner, in which the Spirit of God transforms our world, is in preparing 

fertile soil for the seed of the Gospel. We all know the parable of the seed that fell on 

different types of soil. Much of the church’s labor has in the past produced little fruit, 

because we have spent too much time, money and energy on infertile soil. However, 
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it is possible that low-fertility soil can be changed to high potential soil, but that is the 

Holy Spirit’s work. 

A specific area needs to be targeted and focused upon. Continuous and united prayer 

is necessary for the transformation of these low-potential areas. A little research and 

common sense will tell us which parts of the world is high potential’ soil’ and waiting 

for the labourers to come. 

This is one of the major ways in which the Holy Spirit wants to transform our world - by 

creating fruitful areas for the church to labor in. With a few exceptions, it is by large the 

third world countries where the most potential for transformation exist. This is where 

Judea Harvest is excelling. This ministry is one of the most dynamic mediums through 

which the Holy Spirit is transforming our world. 

Over the past 5 years, more than 800 tents with trained evangelists were placed in some 

of the most spiritually fertile soil in Southern Africa. Amongst the poor, the jobless and 

the destitute, the Gospel is still very Good News! The harvest is astounding. This is God 

at work, using obedient and committed people to bring about dramatic change. The 

Holy Spirit is able and eager to accomplish this, but so many times He is waiting on us 

- His chosen instruments to practically carry out the work. What a privilege, indeed, to 

be called and become a laborer with Him in transforming our world! 

CHALLENGE To CHuRCHEs – MuLTIPLy oR sTAGNATE

The most effective way of evangelizing is by means of church planting. Therefore, to 

bring in the Lord’s Harvest, the local church must duplicate itself. This can be done in 

the local church’s immediate area, or elsewhere in the vicinity. 

If the church of Jesus Christ really believes her message and calling, namely that they 

are the expression of God’s heart to the people and have the answers that men are 

seeking, then the local church must move out of the four walls of a building and take 

the love and power of God to the people! 

The multiplication of the local church is the ultimate goal of all our endeavors. The 
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following should always be kept in mind: 

We have received the power to fulfill the task 

We need a vision of the Father-heart of God 

The Holy Spirit has a strategy 

Seek new structures and concepts 

God is our Provider 

Implement the plan in a practical manner 

The local church must coordinate the planting of new churches 

The prescribed process followed by Judea Harvest is the following:

 The local church must take responsibility for and ownership of its community 
(known as Judea) 

Identify existing ministries within your Judea 

 Use the skills and teachings that have been invested in you to help others 

Plough the local area for God through outreaches 

Launch a prayer programme 

 Train leaders to train others in evangelism and church planting (courses are 
available). 

Undertake a thorough survey of your Judea 

Plan a church planting promotion	day 

 Invite all Evangelists and Church Planters or people interested in these areas to 
attend 

Plan the first church	planting	training	date 

 Pitch a tent to capture the imagination, a tent could be the starting point for the 
first planting 

 If you provide people with the opportunity of training, those with a true calling 
will surface 

 The local church will form an umbrella body and plant multiple churches in their 
Judea. A detailed course on this “campus model” is available. More church planting 
models are also available. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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HELP By PRAyING

Prayer Evangelism is talking to God about our neighbours before we talk to our 

neighbours about God. You can make a meaningful contribution to the success of 

Judea Harvest by praying regularly for those actively involved in fieldwork and making 

a financial contribution when you are moved by the Holy Spirit to do so. 

THE EvANGELIsT

We believe that God is restoring the ministry of the Evangelist as His chosen tool to 

bring in His harvest. From the birth of Judea Harvest, this was one of the core functions. 

The Evangelist must again take his/ her place in the five-fold ministry of the church. The 

Pastor must realize the New Testament Evangelist is his best friend and the Evangelist 

must realize the Pastor is his best friend. Where this concept is accepted, we see 

glorious moves of the Holy Spirit and awesome breakthroughs. 

We are living in the most revolutionary period of world history and man’s sinfulness has 

the world on a spiraling course of self-destruction. The Evangelist as God’s Ambassador 

is called to sound the warning, make judgment clear, call sinners to repentance, 

announce God’s grace, point to the empty tomb, shout the Good News from the 

rooftops and to point the way to peace between God and man. 

The evangelistic harvest is always urgent. There seems to be periods of special urgency 

in history, when it can be said with peculiar relevance, the fields “are ripe for harvest” 

(John 4:35). We are presently in such a period. Because of technology, this generation 

is the most critical in modern history - not just for world events but also for the 

advancement of the Kingdom of God.

Millions of people are searching for answers to the crushing problems and fears they 

face every day. There is openness to the Gospel in this generation which we may never 

see again. Seldom has the soil of the human heart and mind been better prepared. Yet, 

at a time when the harvest is ripest in history, the church often flounders in confusion 

- especially concerning evangelism. 

The Evangelist does not engage in evangelism because he wants to or because he 
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chooses to or because he likes to but because he has been told to do so. He is under 

orders. Our Lord is commanding Evangelists to go, to preach and make disciples. To 

not do this, is disobedience. Even if there were no visible results, the fact that Jesus 

commanded it is enough - it is not optional. We have no choice. 

There are various methods of evangelism. First there was Pentecost. That great 

outpouring of the Holy Spirit was followed by persecution. The little church was 

scattered. Wherever they went, they used whatever method was available - the 

synagogue, until they were cast out of it, the street corners and even right into prison 

cells. Later, they wrote letters and even later books. 

We need to explore every possible method for reaching our contact world for Christ. 

New challenges call for new methods and strategies. We need to trust the Holy 

Spirit as never before to guide, lead and direct us - He alone can give us success! The 

greatest need of this hour is the revival of the Church of Jesus Christ. We are living in a 

generation when nothing will break through the overwhelming power of satan except 

the supernatural power of the Holy Spirit. 

If the Church needed the Holy Spirit at its birth, in these closing days of our witness, 

we need the Holy Spirit in an even mightier way. Our prayer should be: “Oh Lord, stir 

the flames of revival and begin in me! Do it again, Lord - Lord do it again. Do what you 

did when the Apostles were called. Do what you did following Pentecost. Do whatever 

needs to be done in our hearts, Lord - enlarge our vision.” 

THE PoWER oF THE THIRD oFFERING

The tithe

The tithe is the foundation of all the offerings. The tithe was brought to the storehouse 

in order for food to be in His house (Mal 3: I 0). The tithe was for the Priest and the 

Levite. This was a law and you did not do God a favor by giving your tithes! 

Jesus said: “Render therefore to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and to God the 

things that are God’s.” However, there is a	promise	attached	to	this	offering. If you 

bring all the tithes into the storehouse, God will open the windows of heaven for you. 
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Every three years

Another offering was specifically made to the poor and the widows. This offering was 

brought every three years. God did not say how much you should give but how you 

should give - let not your right hand knows what your left hand is doing. 

The promise attached to this offering is found in Proverbs 19:17: “He who has pity on 

the poor, lends to the Lord, He will pay back what he has given.” 

The third offering

This is the offering we take up every sunday, as found in 1 Cor. 16:1-2. We also find this 

offering referred to in Ps 96:8: “Give to the Lord the glory due His Name; bring offerings 

and come into His courts.” Out of the 13	offering	boxes in the temple there were four 

that made provision for one’s free will. This was where Jesus found the poor widow. 

You would never find a Jew going to the temple empty handed, no matter how poor 

they were. 

This age-old way of worship is carried into the New Testament church. In Psalm 96 

people were singing and dancing as they were bringing their offerings. Why? This is 

a tangible way of worshipping God. With this offering God does not say how much I 

should give but again how I should give: “Speak to the children of Israel, that they bring 

me an offering (Ex 25:2). From everyone who gives it willingly with his heart, you shall 

take my offering.” We see the same in 2 Cor 9:7: “The promise to this offering is he who 

sows bountifully will also reap bountifully.” 

FIGHT PovERTy

There are not many subjects that the world and church agree on but one of them is the 

fight against poverty. The world has a lot to say about getting out of poverty but on the 

other hand is the world not helping people to get into debt? Someone once said that 

the	greatest	enemy	to	your	finances	is	not	the	devil	but	debt!	

Prior to the Emancipation Proclamation of 1865, there were 4 million slaves in 

America. In 1997 there were over 1.3 million known slaves in the USA - people who 
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filed bankruptcy in 1997. More than 40% of the 1,3 million were born again believers. 

These are the figures of the USA - a first world country. The question is: Who sets up the 

trap of debt and why do they want you to be in debt? 

Obviously behind it all is the devil but the government wants people in debt because 

borrowing	money	 stimulates	 the	economy; consumers’ buying frenzies create jobs 

and increase the money supply and banks profit from the interest earn - they know 

- the more you buy, the more they make! 

Banks even write letters to congratulate you on your approval for a loan and we all 

think that is so “nice” of them and it is good customer care. However the effects of debt 

in one’s life includes feelings of hopelessness, oppression and mind control. 

Credit	 purchasing	 allows	 you	 to	 fill	 up	 your	 present	 while	 emptying	 your	 future. 

Thousands of Christians get into debt every year competing with a standard set by the 

world and believe that their possessions define their identity (Luke 12:15). 

DEBT RoBs you oF youR FREEDoM

The biggest thing that debt wants to rob you of is your freedom (Prov 22:7b). Debt has 

the power to master you by literally controlling your life. Think about it - in most cases 

in South Africa it takes the average person 25 years to pay off his home of R250 000, 

but the same person pays off a vehicle of R185 000 within 5 years. So you can pay your 

home of R250 000 in seven years - saving you thousands of rands! 

Debt is subtle. It is backed by a powerful spirit of deception, which seduces its victims 

with temporal pleasure at the cost of permanent bondage. Let us help our people to 

get out of debt - by teaching and telling them about the debt trap. We know what the 

power of a seed is in your hand. Mike Murdock says that a seed leaves only your hand 

but never your life. Debt also understands that a seed has the ability to reproduce 

when it is available and is sown. The problem however is that debt steals our seed. 

God’s children need to get debt free! There must be a difference between the holy and 

the unholy. 
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uNIQuE MoDEL NEEDED FoR AFRICA

Judea Harvest is seeking to develop an innovative, culturally-sensitive and holistic 

approach, which at the same time does not compromise the Word of God, as an 

evangelistic model to carry out Jesus’ great commandment for His followers to go into 

the world and not just preach the gospel but also to make disciples of all nations. 

Christianity is growing faster in Africa than on any other continent in the world, with 

more than half its entire population professing to be Christians. However, poverty, 

starvation, a host of diseases and wars are rife. The church in Africa faces the crisis of 

trying to reach out to people in a culturally relevant manner that they can understand 

and relate to. 

The church in South Africa has the capacity to achieve this if it puts aside its 

denominational differences, works together in unity and develops an evangelistic 

model that respects the African culture and context, especially in areas where Western 

colonial governments and missionaries have historically trampled on their traditions 

and way of life.

Missionaries working in Africa caused a major problem by integrating evangelism and 

attempts at westernizing the people. They clothed the gospel in a Western European 

jacket, which is still evident today in the African church. If these elements are not taken 

into account and rectified, evangelism can be seriously hindered on this continent. 

Mutual acceptance and understanding of the vast differences in cultures are vitally 

needed. 

HoW JuDEA HARvEsT CAN HELP LoCAL CHuRCHEs

There are a number of ways that Judea Harvest can be of assistance to those church 

leaders and congregations who wish to help bring in the end time spiritual harvest for 

the Lord Jesus Christ by literally taking the church to the people. 

A major component of the Judea Harvest strategy is to establish a network of satellites. 

Satellites are given the opportunity to obtain tents for evangelism and church planting 

projects at a very reasonable price. Through the school of Evangelism, training of 
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Evangelists and Church Planters are being facilitated. 

To maximize your efficiency, a monitoring system will be put into place that will ensure 

the long-term sustainability and success of the project. 

Discipleship material from World Teach, church planting material from DAWN, buildings 

through Friends	of	the	Nations, door-to-door evangelism tools from Every Home for 

Christ, steel structures from Kingdom Builders and training for Church Planters from 

the Auckland	Park	Theological	Institute are available. 
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Chapter 7

Testimonies 
NEELs JACKsoN

skryf in die Beeld koerant van 2004:

Die Judea Harvest-uitreikprojek is nie net een van die grootste kerklike uitreik-aksies tot 

nog toe in Suider-Afrika nie. Dit is ook ‘n projek waardeur gemeenskappe gebou word. 

Pastoor Thalita Mokgolobotho beduie met haar hande trapsgewys na bo terwyl sy sing: 

“We are building a temple…” 

Die kleuterskool kindertjies voor haar beduie saam terwyl hulle agtema sing 

dat dit weergalm deur die blou en wit Judea Harvest tent wat deur die AGS-

gemeente in Phomolong, Tembisa, gebruik word. Die kleuterskool is een van talle 

gemeenskapsprojekte wat as neweproduk van die Judea Harvest uitreik-aksie ontstaan 

het. 

Judea Harvest het vyf jaar gelede as ‘n evangelisasie-aksie begin om plakkerskampe en 

gemeenskappe tot diep in die platteland te bereik. 

Pastoor Hansie Henning, President van Judea Harvest, sê die gedagte is om te werk 

waar ander mense nie werk nie. Hulle wou die kerk na die mense neem. 

Die strategie begin deur ‘n klompie kerke in ‘n gemeenskap te identifiseer wat die 

visie deel. Hoewel die projek vanuit die AGS gebore is, werk 3 500 gemeentes van alle 

denominasies nou saam, se Pastoor Louis Blom van Judea Harvest. 

Die NG-gemeente Moreletapark en die AGS-gemeente Woord en Lewe Boksburg is 

Judea Harvest se grootste vennote en het elk al meer as 100 tente geskenk. Gemeentes 
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en sakemanne is Judea Harvest se groot bronne van inkomste. 

150 000 oP EEN AAND

‘n Groepie gemeentes wat op plaaslike vlak saamwerk, vorm ‘n satelliettbediening. 

Hul leiers kry opleiding en dan kry die satelliet ‘n tent waarin 300 mense kan sit. Die 

deelnemende gemeentes kry om die beurt kans om die tent in evangelisasieveldtogte 

te gebruik. 

Konserwatief bereken, se Pastoor Louis Blom, word sowat 150 000 mense per aand 

deur die 800 tente bereik. Waar ‘n gemeente met so ‘n veldtog genoeg mense kry, 

word daar ‘n kerk gestig en bly die tent vir hul gebruik. Anders skuif die tent na ‘n 

maand aan, sodat die volgende gemeente in die satelliet dit kan gebruik. 

Pastoor Fickson Mathebula se Nazarene visioners Church in Ivory Park is een van die 

suksesverhale van ‘n gemeente wat so ontstaan het. Vandag het hulle ‘n kerkgebou 

waar die Judea Harvest tent eers gestaan het. Bedags is daar ‘n kleuterskool, terwyl ‘n 

naaldwerkprojek en ‘n klein ondememing wat trourokke uitverhuur, ook nou help om 

die omvattende werkloosheid in die omgewing teë te werk. Met die tent het hulle nou 

‘n volgende bedieningspunt gestig. 

In die omgewing van Pinetown het Dr Gerrit van Veuren van die plaaslike AGS-gemeente 

al 31 tente ontplooi. Naas sy eie 300 lidmate het hy 12,000 lidmate bygekry. Hy bereik 

18 000 mense op ‘n Sondag. 

As gemeentes so verantwoordelikheid vir hul eie gebied wil aanvaar, sal Judea Harvest 

hulle in die proses begelei. 

sPINAsIE, BRooD EN ByBELs

In totaal het daar die afgelope vyf jaar al meer as 2 000 nuwe gemeentes deur die 

Judea Harvest-projek en sy 200 satelliete tot stand gekom. Die volgende fase van Judea 

Harvest is gemeenskaps-opheffings projekte. 

Pastoor Blom sê na die R18 000 wat die tent gekos het, rig hulle vir nog R18 000 drie 
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skadunet-tonnels op waar mense groente kan kweek. So word kos vir armes en die 

leiers van die kerk geproduseer en kan dit ook verkoop word om geld vir die kerk in te 

samel. Een tonnel met spinasie kan R800 per maand genereer. Die eerste tonnels is al 

in volle produksie en hulle beoog om die projek na 500 tente te neem. 

‘n Tweede opheffmgsprojek word “Bless” genoem. Dit staan vir basic literacy, education 

en saving souls en word tans as ‘n loodsprojek van stapel gestuur. ‘n Derde projek het 

ten doel om entrepreneursvaardighede te ontwikkel. Daarvoor voorsien hulle mense 

met opleiding en beginkapitaal. 

In Orange Farm is daar byvoorbeeld al 10 mense wat daagliks brood teen R2 elk van ‘n 

Christen-sakeman koop en dit clan teen R3 van die hand sit. Op dieselfde wyse is daar 

mense wat met ander produkte en selfs Bybels handeldryf. 

Daar word ook omvattende vigsopleiding in die Judea Harvest-tente gedoen en is 

bereken dat sowat 1,3 miljoen mense reeds die kursus God’s Answer to AIDS deurloop 

het. Dit alles is nog maar net die begin. Soos Pastoor Blom dit stel: “Ons oefen nog.” 

Hulle droom daarvan om 10,000 Judea Harvest tente regoor Afrika te sien. 11 lande 

in Suider-Afrika is reeds by dié projek betrek. So is daar 16 Judea Harvest-tente in 

Zimbabwe, 51 in Namibië en 12 in Zambië - met nog 3 op pad daarheen. 

MEER As syFERs

Ook in Botswana, Swaziland, Lesotho, Mosambiek, Angola, Madagaskar en Reunion 

staan daar al Judea Harvest-tente. In Indië is Judea Harvest op ŉ ander manier betrokke, 

maar vir Argentinië is daar reeds 20 en vir Hong Kong 18 tente geoormerk. Daar word 

ook na tent uitreik-aksies in die Palestynse vlugtelingkampe in Israel gekyk. 

Met die oog hierop het Judea Harvest sy eie tentfabriek op Middelburg begin. Al die 

syfers wat Pastore Henning en Blom noem, toon dat Judea Harvest reeds ‘n reuse-

projek is. Vir gemeentes soos die van Mathehula en Mokgolobotho gaan dit oor meer 

as syfers. Terwyl Mokgolbotho se kleuters uit volle bors “We are building a temple” 

sing, is sy en talle ander leiers - danksy Judea Harvest - besig om ‘n gemeenskap op 
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te bou. 

Dr Isak Burger, president van die AGS, som dit so op: “Synde goed bekend met die 

kerkgeskiedenis van Suid-Afrika, kan ek metgemak se dat Suid-Afrika nog nie ‘n enkele 

evangelistiese uitreik-aksie van so ‘n omvang en met so ‘n impak en sulke resultate 

gesien het nie. “ 
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Chapter 8

Results & Statistics
By: Louis Blom

When dealing with results and statistics in any ministry it becomes vital to give all the 

Glory to God. As Judea Harvest celebrates our ten years in Harvesting in Africa, we 

bring all honour and glory to the Lord of the Harvest. He is the one who sent His Son, 

Jesus Christ who gave His life on the cross for this gathering of souls in Africa in the past 

ten years in Judea Harvest tents. It is a great privilege for our team to be co-labourers 

with Christ in this work. The gathering of the results and statistics over the past ten 

years was done with the greatest integrity as a very conservative approach was taken. 

The only results and numbers that were taken up in our results were the one’s which 

we are able to audit.

It is with great joy that we can report the deployment of 1700 tents in the past ten 

years. Millions of souls have been saved and delivered in this network of tents, fulfilling 

a 25 year old prophecy; “In the last days God will save Africa in Tents”. These tents are 

deployed in the save managed environment of the Judea Harvest satellites. A satellite is 

a group of like minded churches in a geographical area, collectively taking responsibility 

for the transformation of the community. We have established 269 satellites across all 

the nations of Southern Africa and in some countries in East Africa. There are more 

than 6500 assemblies involved in these satellites, sharing the tents and other training 

resources. 

With these 1700 tents deployed in the 269 satellites these participating evangelists, 

church planters and pastors have conducted 10 734 evangelism crusades reaching 

millions of people for Christ. The testimonies that have reached us over the past ten 

years is just amazing! The miracle working power of God to save, deliver, heal, restore 
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and even raise from the dead is truly at work in the Judea Harvest network of tents.

The natural result of evangelism and the fruit of evangelistic work will always be the 

establishing of new churches. Many of the tents are currently being used as a temporary 

building as a church is being planted after a successful harvest have been gathered in 

the crusade. To date we have recorded the planting of 4 864 new churches. Many of 

these churches have grown and developed and even have their own permanent brick 

building church. One ministry focussing on building churches have reported that it has 

built more than 300 buildings for churches of all denominations that were started in a 

Judea Harvest tent. Therefore, it is safe to say that there are hundreds of churches with 

developed buildings in our network. 

We thank God for this incredible report and give Him all the Glory! However, the most 

challenging piece of information gathered on our report form is the question we asked; 

How many tents do you need in your satellite? The answer is a staggering 2000 +. We 

have deployed 1700 tents and have only started as the need is so huge. Labourers have 

been anointed by God to bring in this harvest and Judea Harvest is called to mobilize, 

equip and resource these labourers. We thank all our faithful donors for the 1700 tents 

but urge you to stand with us, and believe with us for 2000 more tents, and even 10 000 

more for Africa. Yes we count tents, we count crusades, we count churches, we count 

souls because souls count for Him!  

Harvest Greetings
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Chapter 9

The Biblical Basis for 
Saturation Church Planting

By Danie Vermeulen

“And God blessed them, and God said unto them, ‘Be fruitful and multiply, and replenish 

the earth, and subdue it…’” Genesis 1:28 (KJV)

Before we establish a Biblical basis for church planting, we have to answer the question 

for ourselves “What is Father’s vision for the world?” Once we have somewhat of 

an understanding of Father’s heart for a lost world, we will start to appreciate His 

strategy. 

ADAM AND EvE’s CoMMIssIoN

Adam and Eve, creatures in His image, filled with His glory, reflecting His righteousness, 

were commissioned with a one-sentence command: “Be fruitful and multiply, and 

replenish the earth and subdue it…”

They were created with a natural fertility according to their kind. It was expected of them 

to put their fertility into action, so that the replenishment could take place. This was 

the beginning of an earth filled with a God-kind of people – a human race in constant 

fellowship with their Creator – a kingdom that would rule over the animal world. 

God had no intention to grow this race by adding more to it, but chose for them to 

multiply themselves. This would cause a hereditary multiplication of that which God 

had created in His image, giving man the pleasure to create with God, through a natural 
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ability placed within him. Until this day, every parent is filled with awe at the birth of a 

child. The thought that they had a part in this wonderful creation is overwhelming. 

Father’s vision was that the expansion of the human race should result in a replenishment 

of the earth. The vision was an earth filled with a people expressing the glory of God, 

living in a state of complete righteousness and enjoying an intimate relationship with 

Father. 

However, the sad story is that the first Adam failed through sin and the thus the entire 

human race fell into a hereditary cycle of sin and death. Did it change Father’s heart for 

the world? No, not at all. 

From the moment that God declared “And I will put enmity between you and the 

woman and between your offspring and hers; he will crush your head and you will strike 

his heel.” (Genesis 3:15), Father put in place a rescue plan and doomed satan to defeat. 

In an instant, the heavenly announcement echoed through all eternity, declaring the 

promise of the last Adam who would crush satan’s head. 

THE LAsT ADAM’s CoMMIssIoN

So, what does this have to do with church planting? Let the last Adam unfold it for us. 

He took up the commission of the first Adam to restore everything that Father had 

in mind for us (Acts 3:21). Father’s vision is to see all men saved and coming to the 

knowledge of the truth. Christ, the last Adam, came to redeem us from the bondage of 

sin and death. He restored righteousness by becoming our righteousness. He came to 

establish God’s Kingdom here on earth as it is in heaven. 

‘be fruitful…’

The commission to the first Adam was, “Be fruitful…” It is written about the last Adam 

that, “He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation.” (Col 1:15) 

“And He is the head of the body, the church; He is the beginning and the firstborn from 

among the dead…” (Col 1:18) Jesus is showing His fruitfulness through his body – the 

church. Just like the first Adam was made fruitful to multiply the human race, so the last 

Adam is made fruitful to multiply His body (the church) throughout the earth. He said, 
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“…I will build My church, and the gates of Hades will not overcome it.” (Matt 16:18) 

The prophet Habakkuk declared Father’s vision for the earth when he said, “For the 

earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the 

sea.” (Habakkuk 2:14) How is Father going to do this unless it is done through His bride, 

the church? The church is the reflection and carrier of His glory. In Paul’s epistle to the 

Corinthians he says, “And we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord’s glory, are 

being transformed into His likeness with ever-increasing glory which comes from the 

Lord, who is the Spirit.” (2 Cor 3:16)

‘…and multiply’

The last Adam is fulfilling Father’s vision through multiplying His church throughout 

the earth. Through this reproduction the earth is receiving the knowledge of the glory 

of the Lord. As the church is multiplied, it brings the incarnate presence of Christ into 

a community. 

If this is true, then church planting should be a natural result of church life, just as 

reproduction is a natural result of the marriage relationship. Stuart Murray writes, 

“The practice of church planting may encourage the conclusion that reproduction is as 

fundamental a feature of the church as it is of biological organisms. A healthy church 

does not just develop internally and expand in size and social impact, but naturally 

expresses its life in new forms and structures.” ¹

Ellis and Mitchell say that “if a church exists which never thinks about reproducing 

itself…never expects or anticipates that this is the natural business of growing up, then it 

is actually sterile.² Could we go so far and say that churches that do not engage in some 

form of church planting and remain like that for a number of years, should perhaps be 

regarded as abnormal? As Stuart Murray says, “Perhaps it would be better to regard 

reproduction through church planting as normal, and the survival of ecclesiastical 

structures for more than a couple of generations as abnormal and problematic.” ³

CHuRCH MuLTIPLICATIoN IN THE NEW TEsTAMENT

If the church is a body then it has all the necessary “DNA” to reproduce after its kind. 
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We can conclude that both Jerusalem and Antioch were “mother” churches. The best 

example though is the church at Antioch. Through the church planting of Barnabas and 

more specifically Paul, many churches were reproduced from one local church. The 

essence of Paul’s ministry was the church – his ministry resulted in a church but he 

undoubtedly expected a multiplication of churches to take place. 

He writes to Timothy, “And the things you have heard me say in the presence of many 

witnesses, entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach others.” (2Tim 2:2) 

It was not only Paul’s expectation but in several places it actually happened. It happened 

in Thessalonica (1Thes 1:8) – Epaphras started the church in Colosse (Col 1:7) and 

someone else planted a church in Laodicea. (Col 2:1). 

Jon Haley says, “For Paul, faithfulness to the Great Commission meant more than 

preaching evangelistic messages here and there. It meant completing a sequence of 

activities that would result in mature churches. We could say without overstating the 

case that, for Paul, to ‘make disciples of all nations’ (Matt 28:19) required planting 

churches.”¹

THE KINGDoM oF GoD GRoWs THRouGH CHuRCH MuLTIPLICATIoN

‘…Replenish the earth and subdue it…’

Christ, the Last Adam, announced the new Kingdom (Matt 4:17). Father’s vision for this 

people to “replenish the earth and subdue it…” was clearly portrayed in Jesus’ words 

and ministry. There is a literal “replenishment” theology in the following Scriptures:

“There came a man who was sent from God; his name was John. He came as a 
witness to testify concerning that light, so that through him all men might believe.”  

(John 1:6) (NIV)

“But I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to myself.”  
(John 12:32) (NIV)

“This is good, and pleases God our Savior, who wants all men to be saved and to come 
to a knowledge of the truth.”  

(1Timothy 2:2) (NIV)
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“And this gospel of the Kingdom will be preached in the whole world as a testimony to 
all nations (ethne) and then the end will come.”  

(Matt 24:13) (NIV)

“Therefore go and make disciples of all nations…”  
(Matt 28:19) (NIV)

“…but now revealed and made known through the prophetic writings by the 
command of the eternal God, so that all nations might believe and obey him…”  

(Rom 16:25) (NIV)

Jesus’ first sermon was to announce the new Kingdom (Matt 3:2). He said He would 

build His church and that the gates of Hades would not stand against it. We can 

therefore conclude that this new Kingdom is made up of churches, that He will subdue 

the Kingdom of darkness, penetrate it and rescue those in bondage through His church. 

(Col 1:18, Eph 3:10-11, Rom 5:17). 

Where the light shines, darkness disappears. When a church is planted within a 

community, the Kingdom of God arrives in that community – a force directly opposed to 

the kingdom of darkness, with a vision to fulfill the last Adam’s mission, “…The reason 

the Son of God appeared was to destroy the devil’s work.” (1 John 3:8) (NIV)

I conclude with the words of Dr. C. Peter Wagner, “The single most effective evangelistic 

methodology under heaven is planting new churches.” 
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Chapter 10

The Strategic Value of 
Saturation Church Planting

By Danie Vermeulen

A DENoMINATIoN WITHouT A CHuRCH PLANTING vIsIoN

Show me a denomination in decline and I will show you a denomination without a 

church planting vision. Show me a country where the Christian population is stagnant 

or in decline and I will show you the denominations within it, with no church planting 

vision. It stands to reason. Yet, there are now numerous countries that show major 

evangelical growth since the denominations and church groups settled on a specific 

national church planting goal. Examples of these are the Philippines, China, Brazil (in fact 

most of Latin America) Ghana and Zimbabwe. In every continent of the world there are 

church planting movements breaking through the barriers of evil resistance, bringing 

the glory of the Lord, the incarnate presence of Christ into their communities. 

Jim Montgomery, the late Founder and President of Dawn Ministries, was possibly the 

most knowledgeable on this subject. He played a major role in developing a strategy in 

the Philippines in the early 1970’s that would change the face of the Philippine church 

forever. IN 1974, when about 75 church and mission leaders committed themselves 

toward the goal of a church in every barrio by AD2000, a movement was born called 

DAWN – an acronym for Discipling a Whole Nation. For the Philippines, this would 

mean growing from about 5,000 churches to 50 000 in 26 years! ¹

In February 2001 they had their celebration – 50,000 churches planted in 26 years! 

It has impacted the nation tremendously. Who did it? Who should get the credit? 

The church, the Kingdom of God in the Philippines! They multiplied themselves over 

and over. Most denominations showed growth that outshone the growth of their 
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counterparts elsewhere in the world. Why? They had a vision to saturate their nation 

with churches in every barrangay (neighborhood). 

sATuRATIoN CHuRCH PLANTING

Saturation Church planting is a vision that aims at mobilizing the whole body of Christ 

within an area, city, province or country to plant a church within easy access of every 

person in order to disciple the whole nation. (Matt. 28:19) At this juncture I must point 

out that Jesus’ command to us was not to make disciples in the nations but to make 

disciples of all nations. This is a whole nation vision. Therefore, the mobilization of the 

whole body of Christ is so essential. 

WHy sATuRATIoN CHuRCH PLANTING?

There are several reasons other than the Biblical basis why saturation church planting 

is the best method of evangelism. Let’s look at some of them. 

1.	 New	churches	grow	faster	than	old	churches

 Why do newly planted churches grow faster than older churches? Because most 

often evangelism is their main activity. They break into new households of relatives 

and friends and if there is a building, something new is more noticeable. Then keep 

in mind that it is easier to give birth than to raise the dead. 

2.	 Church	planting	can	give	life	and	vitality	to	your	church

A new baby creates great excitement in a household. Kawit Baptist Church in Kawit, 

Philippines was planted in 1986 and reached a peak attendance of 50. When Pastor 

Arman Dela Merced arrived in 1993 the church was down to only 8 members! 

Pastor Arman, knowing that it is easier to give birth than to raise the dead used his 

dying church to plant a new church. Within 6 months they succeeded in planting a 

daughter church in Imus with 60 members! But the amazing thing is that through 

giving birth, revival came to the church in Kawit. Their membership shot up to an 

incredible 96!

3.	 More	types	of	churches	are	needed

Churches are like people and have different personalities. It is often determined 
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by the pastor himself. Theological persuasions also play a major role and often 

determine the liturgy in the services. God, in His infinite wisdom, created such 

variety in the expression of church that it actually becomes difficult for someone 

to say “I can’t find a church where I fit in.” We just need to continue to plant more 

types of churches that cater for all homogeneous groups. 

It is also necessary to mention here that we are in desperate need of churches that 

will cater for all the needs of our youth. They need an expression where they will 

be comfortable with the dress code, music and liturgy. It is a well-known fact that 

the last generation style church will not appeal to the new generation. 

4.	 Church	planting	develops	new	leadership

Peter Wagner says “Many churches have confirmed the fact that the most 

important institutional variable for the growth and expansion of the local church 

is leadership…For the most part, existing churches have unconsciously placed a 

ceiling on both clergy and lay leadership and, as a result, upward mobility of new 

people into positions of ministry is difficult. But new churches open wide the doors 

of leadership and ministry challenges and the entire body of Christ subsequently 

benefits.”¹ 

5.	 Church	planting	helps	denominational	survival

In his book, “Church planting for a greater harvest”, Peter Wagner makes this 

observation, “Without exception, the growing denominations have been those 

that stress church planting.” Many denominations talk about church growth and 

has intensions to plant churches, but that is as far as it goes. They have neither a 

plan nor strategy and are often too proud to ask for help.

In South Africa, noticeable events have taken place, which I believe will impact this 

nation greatly. Dr. Isak Burger, Moderator of the Apostolic Faith Mission, is busy 

mobilizing his denomination to formulate a growth plan through church planting 

and they are by no means a declining denomination! A recent case study on this 

denomination is included in this publication.
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The Baptist Union also has a definite vision. The Cell Church Movement in South 

Africa, led by Pastor Harold Weitsz, is now writing church planting into their 

materials and has asked DAWN Africa to help them in this regard. But these are 

growing groups. What about those in decline? You can do what the Church of 

England in the UK did. They embarked on a DAWN project and after a 20-year 

decline they are now showing tremendous growth. 

6.	 Church	planting	is	the	best	method	of	evangelism	in	a	nation

A study of the church growth in Peru shows a startling discovery. They have set a 

goal of 50,000 churches by the year 2003. That meant 6 new churches every day! 

But look at this: In 1989 they had 5,574 churches and it grew to 12,915 by 1995 

– an Average Annual Growth Rate of 15.03%. In 1989 they had 750,000 members 

in their churches, and this figure grew to 2,189,345 by 1995 – an Average Annual 

Growth Rate of 19.55%! The conclusion derived from this is that membership 

growth rate is faster when planting churches. 

I know of no other method of evangelism that can show such an impact on a 

nation! If the Philippine church did not embark on a DAWN project, they would 

have planted only 17,778 churches (projected) by the year 2000 instead of 50,000!

THE PRACTICAL PRoCEss

If a nation is going to embark in saturation church planting, then a DAWN-type strategy 

is necessary. Jim Montgomery outlined 12 ingredients to a DAWN strategy. He said: “It 

is a strategy that:

Is Christ-centered in its emphasis on seeing Him made incarnate in every cluster of 

500 to 1,000 people in the world;

Is built on the comprehensive plan of God who is not willing that any should 

perish;

Focuses on the systematic occupation of the land;

Takes advantage of the practical and emotional values of a whole-country 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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approach; 

Releases the incredible power of information;

Delivers a prophetic message to the Church;

Harnesses the vast energies inherent in working towards a measurable, time-

bound goal;

Emphasizes the “best method under heaven;”

Helps the body of Christ function effectively as a body; 

Releases the great potential of denominations;

Encourages parachurch organizations to function truly “alongside” the Church;

Provides a frame of reference for national and worldwide strategy for the discipling 

of the nations 

Each of these 12 ingredients of DAWN is powerful in itself. When they are put together 

in symbiotic relationship, their potential is enormous.¹

Dr. Murray Moerman, gleaning from Montgomery makes the observation that the 

details of how a saturation church planting project works, varies from country to 

country and situation to situation yet some ingredients are necessary:

A person or group of persons earnest for the reaching of their country, as was 

the reformer, John Knox of Scotland, who cried out to God, “Give me Scotland or 

I die!”

A national representative working committee that shares the vision and is willing 

to give of personal and organizational resources to guide this relatively simple 

process. 

The gathering and updating of relevant information regarding the current harvest 

force and harvest field in the country. From this can be gleaned a “prophetic 

message”, how God sees His Church in the nation and what He is saying to His 

people. 

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

•

•

•
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Periodic national and regional gatherings of the leadership of the Church to 

consider what God may be saying and how each denomination may best respond 

for God’s purposes to be accomplished. These gatherings are frequently called 

“congresses”, to emphasize the decision-making element of response. Goals will 

be set and reviewed, progress celebrated, prayer for revival renewed and fresh 

commitments made. 

The commitment to continue the process until Jesus returns: mobilizing prayer, 

monitoring of harvest force and harvest field progress, dissemination of 

information in publications and congresses and sharing church planting models 

and resources. 

In my book “The Process of Church Planting” (downloadable from the Judea Harvest 

website), I have included a chapter called The Way Forward where I give some 

suggestions of how we could practically apply this in South Africa.

•

•
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Chapter 11

Relevant Articles
THE FuNDING oF THE CHuRCH
By Danie Reynecke

The church’s first squabble was over finances (Acts 6:1), and ever since then, 

ministers have wrestled with what role money should play, especially regarding 

the funding of the church. Money has and always will play a vital role in the church  

(Mark 12:41-44, Luke 3:7-14, Acts 11:27-30, 1 Corinthians 16:1-4). One thing is certain 

in the ministry, that in spite of having all the needed human resources, without the 

necessary financial backup, the church will not prosper. The opposite, however, is also 

true. One can have all the money one need to do God’s work, but without sufficient 

human resources, believers will not get far either. Thus, it is not the one or the other, 

but both working together in harmony to advance the work of the Lord. However, 

the believers understanding regarding money in the church, has been completely 

unbalanced over the years. Asceticism and prosperity theology are evidence of this 

unbalanced view in the church. 

Developed Christian asceticism includes certain aspects such as prayer, fasting, celibacy, 

poverty, renunciation of the world and systematic rejection of bodily pleasures. The 

ascetic renounces wealth, money and material possessions. According to this theological 

stance, spirituality is measured by the absence of possessions. They also believe that by 

avoiding money and conveniences, they can actually avoid sin. Asceticism is a philosophy 

that sees money and material goods as evil. The root of the poverty mindset began with 

men trying to separate themselves from the material things of the world.

Asceticism is not new to the church. Francis of Assisi taught that money should be 

shunned as the devil himself. Francis and his disciples refused even to touch money 
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and they glorified poverty and saw begging for food as a virtue, a way of earning merit 

with God. The person with this kind of belief lives an unbalanced inward private life, 

forgetting the Great Command of reaching the lost with the Gospel of Christ. It is hard 

if not impossible for such a person to take part in furthering God’s kingdom on earth, 

because they normally have little to offer. 

The other extreme when it comes to money and possessions in the church is that of 

the prosperity theology. The major emphasis of the prosperity theology is “how to be 

healthy and wealthy.” According to the “health and wealth doctrine,” it is never God’s 

will for anyone to be sick or in lack. Although advocates for the prosperity theology 

teach that the purpose of wealth is philanthropic, each believer is encouraged to give 

of his material benefits to help meet the needs of those in need their motives for giving 

is questionable.

Prosperity teachers teach that when the believer “gives” to others as an act of obedience 

and faith, God will give more in return. This act of giving will start a prosperity cycle, 

in which one gives, and then receives more in return, allowing him to give even more. 

The cycle is explained as follows: “The more you give, the more you will get; the more 

you get, the more you will have to give.” Scriptures are cited in support of the law of 

compensation, known also as the law of “sowing and reaping.” The believer who sows 

his money as an act of faith into God’s work becomes a “builder” in God’s kingdom 

and God will always honour him with wealth. This “seed-faith” concept was developed 

during the mid-seventies.

It was claimed that OT tithing to God out of obligation was replaced by a NT version 

– giving in order to expect a blessing. Givers could plant a “faith seed,” which will be 

a donation toward the ministry, and this donation would later be rewarded by a large 

financial return. Is this Scriptural? While the principle itself is certainly true, motivation 

makes all the difference. If the giver’s motivation is only the prospect of what he can 

receive, he is in error. 

One of the dangers of prosperity theology is that it can certainly open the door to 

materialism. Materialism can be as dangerous as asceticism. God created man to love 
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people and use things, but the materialist loves things and uses people. A materialist 

will back his or her belief with the idea that if one does not have everything one needs 

and more, then one does not have enough faith; for isn’t God a God of more than 

enough? It is just as hard for these people to take part in furthering God’s work. They 

also have little to offer in the kingdom of God because material possessions normally 

control them (Matthew 6:24). 

Asceticism and the health and wealth doctrines are two extremes when it comes to 

money and possessions in the church. Anything taken to an extreme is unhealthy and 

unbalanced. A believer’s outright rejection of money and possessions elevates poverty 

to a lofty spiritual plane that it does not deserve and at the same time handicaps the 

church from carrying out its mission. On the other hand one finds the rich fool (Luke 

12:21) who was self-centered, hoarding and stockpiling money and possessions rather 

than releasing them to serve God and meet the needs of others. The rich man had the 

wrong attitude about money and wealth, seeking only comfort, ease, and pleasure for 

himself. His obsession with riches left him poor in the things of God.

A strong current teaching in the church, especially among the Pentecostals and Charismatic 

groups, regards the aspect of “tithing.” This has been taught as a form of “stewardship” 

that God requires of all believers in furthering his kingdom. A tithe is 10 percent of the 

believer’s monthly income that must be paid to his church. This teaching that persists 

in the contemporary church teaches that Christians under grace in the NT are obligated 

to tithe just as the Hebrews under the Law had to tithe in the OT. Although there are no 

defining scriptures in the Bible to validate such a teaching, the argument is that neither 

Christ nor Paul cancelled or forbade the practice of tithing. The argument is that God has 

ordained the tithe as a workable system to further his kingdom on earth. The purpose 

behind the acquisition of wealth according to this doctrine is for God to establish his 

covenant on earth. God gives the believer the opportunity to become wealthy so that he 

can use his money to build God’s church. Ten percent of this wealth must be given back 

to the Lord as a tithe, which will be used in reaching the lost with the Gospel. 

Others however, disagree completely with the above mentioned view. They hold that 

preachers and church leaders who change the direction of paying the tithe from that 
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of the temple in the OT to the service of a Christian ministry in the NT do so without 

any authority from God. They also argue that tithing in the NT is unscriptural and 

should not be received at all. Furthermore, Jews do not pay a tithe at all today, for 

there is no longer an obligation to support the Levites and the priests, as they are 

no longer working in the temple. In referring to Abraham and Jacob, it is explained 

that Abraham did not give a tithe to Melchizedek from his personal possessions, but 

from the booty of war after rescuing Lot. Moreover, Jacob did not tithe because of a 

tithe law, but on certain terms with conditions which he made with God. In conclusion, 

there is no biblical record of the Levitical tithe law being part of the New Covenant. 

Believers should support God’s work by freewill offerings. Opponents to the tithing 

law as a funding model to the church argue that believers should give voluntarily. 

Voluntary giving should be done “freely,” “willingly,” and not be driven by the Law. Two 

Corinthians 9:6-15 is normally cited, explaining that each believer should give what he 

has decided in his heart to give. 

Another thought regarding the believer and possessions is that of “stewardship 

theology.” The disciple of stewardship theology believes that God owns everything. 

God as creator is the true owner of everything that one sees and that man is but a 

steward, here for a season and here for a reason. Scholars of stewardship theology 

normally use Psalm 24:1, Haggai 2:8 and Romans 14:8 to strengthen their point of view. 

Thus, possessions become a privilege and not a right. As a manager overseeing the 

household of God, the believer should give not just 10 percent of his income to God, 

but everything. 

As if the above-mentioned are not challenging enough, only 15 percent of pastors say 

that they have been equipped by their denomination or seminary to teach biblical 

financial principles. Only 2 to 4 percent of seminaries offer courses, seminars, or Bible 

studies to teach stewardship principles, and only 1 to 2 percent of Christian colleges 

offer such training.

Another interesting fact is that while wealth among Christians has increased, the 

percentage of income given has remained fairly static. Giving has not kept up with 

income. In 1933, in the depth of the Great Depression, per capita giving was 3.2 
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percent in the USA. In 1995, it was still 3 percent. By 2004, when Americans were over 

555 percent richer after taxes and inflation than in the Great Depression, Protestants 

were giving 2.5 percent of their income to churches. The Barna Research Group, which 

conducted a survey on believers and tithing, found that only 7 percent of born-again 

adults had tithed to their church. That figure, the Barna Research Group says, was 

consistent with the 2002 data among born-again adults, which showed just 6 percent 

had tithed to their church. 

How did the first century believers use their material possessions to further the work 

of the Lord? Was it through a socialistic or capitalistic system according to the book of 

Acts? The book of Acts narrates that after the birth of the church, believers manifested 

their spiritual transformation and faith by a willingness to sell their property and 

give the proceeds to others in the church who had need (Acts 2:44-47, 4:32-37). The 

challenge of the NT is clear: From Matthew to Revelation, the NT writers bear passionate 

witness about the economic imperatives of discipleship. Without undertaking a full-

scale descriptive reading of the individual texts, one can see even on the most cursory 

survey that the NT writers manifest a pervasive concern for the just use of money and 

for sharing with the needy.

Furthermore, it is clear in the report of Acts that believers also used their material 

possessions to support the work of the Lord (Acts 12:12, 16:15, 17:5-9, 20:34). The Lord 

never gives an assignment without providing the resources necessary for its success as 

every mission requires money. Thus, to further God’s work on earth today the believer 

needs to contribute financially to the process. The amount of wealth needed to reach 

out to the nations of the world is tremendous. 

The OT as well as the NT offer different possible solutions to the question – how should 

believers use their material possessions in support of the work of the Lord? Answering 

the above mentioned question, spiritual leaders have responded by focusing on 

different aspects regarding possible funding methods as presented in Scripture. The 

result is that some churches and ministries have abundance and some are in lack. This 

can be seen in the big gap between the “haves” and “have not’s.” Take into account 

Trinity Broadcast Network (TBN) ministry as an example. TBN uses television to spread 
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the Gospel of Christ throughout the globe. Consider the following facts: 

TBN generates nearly $190 million in revenue annually. It does not air commercials; 

rather, two-thirds of its revenue comes from viewer contributions and one-third 

from other televangelists’ payments for running their programming. Its $120 million 

donation revenue is larger than any other television ministry. It has posted average 

annual surpluses since 1997 of about $60 million. It holds two week-long fundraising 

telethons per year, as well as numerous other solicitation drives. As of 2002, it boasted 

$583 million in assets, including $238 million in government-backed securities and 

$31 million in cash. Also among its assets are a $7.2 million Canadian air Turbojet and 

thirty houses in California, Texas and Ohio with values ranging up to $8 million (http://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity-Broadcasting-Network). 

What would the first century believers have done with these profits? Wikipedia en-

cyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity-Broadcasting-Network) reports that 

the elder Crouch from TBN and their son Paul Jr. earn an estimated combined annual 

income of $850,000. In September 2004, the Los Angeles Times characterized their 

personal lifestyle as a “life of luxury,” which speaks of a typical prosperity theology 

message. Prosperity teachers believe that all believers should be seen to be affluent 

because God is a bountiful provider to his own.

Is it possible that some perceive the affluent life, as a sign of “blessing” from God that 

gives believers a special status as “blessed ones?” Wealth is an economic measure 

today, emphasizes this possible perception. Wealth is intricately spun together with 

issues of status, power, and social privilege and wealth is a way of life. Could it be that 

TBN’s assets might be a sign that some ministries are constructing a capitalistic system? 

If it is a capitalistic system that the church is building, is it an adapted system and to 

what extent was this system adapted? 

In addition, consider Judea Harvest, an evangelistic ministry in South Africa (SA), with 

an income of more than R60 million since its founding in 1999. This ministry, which 

has planted more than 1400 new churches in marquee tents in seventeen African 

countries, receives only love offerings from South African churches and business 
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executives (www.judeaharvest.info). The Dutch Reformed Church (DRC) in Moreleta 

Pretoria, SA completed a building project of more than R90 million during 2006. During 

the same period, this DRC has also planted more than 120 tent churches in partnership 

with Judea Harvest in the Tshwane area (www.moreleta.org). 

Are these above-mentioned ministries using any specific fundraising models in making 

them effective or are they presenting to their contributors certain biblical principles 

regarding the believer and his material possessions? Is manipulation present during 

fundraising efforts and how much of an influence does the vision and mission statements 

of the ministry have on believers? 

Is it fair toward the body of Christ that a ministry such as TBN should have such large 

revenue while others are in lack? Approximately 100,000 churches have closed their 

doors in the USA alone during 1986 – 1996. Thousands of churches in Africa are 

operating with no money or buildings. Widespread poverty and lack of economic 

progress in many African countries are challenges that churches have to deal with daily. 

The poverty of the church and lack of understanding among potential donors hampers 

the development of Bible training institutions. The need for buildings, libraries, scholar 

grants and travel are endless. 

Currently there is a huge financial disparity between city churches and countryside 

churches, within the same denominations, in South Africa. Many young people are 

leaving the country side moving into cities because of better opportunities. The result 

in the countryside church is not only a lack of leadership and expertise, but also a lack 

of financial support. The effect is that the church is left with an older generation which 

is not economically active with a decline in financial contributions to the church. This 

puts a huge strain on the fiscal needs of such a church opening the gap between the 

“haves” and “have not’s.”What must the church do with this challenge? 

Giving plays a significant role in the church (Acts 2:42-47, 4:32-37, 1 Corinthians 16:1-4, 

2 Corinthians 8, 9). Pro-tithe scholars teach that the “tithe” represents 10 percent of 

the believer’s annual income to be paid voluntarily for the support of the church and 

its clergy. The tithe is an expectation from all economic classes among believers, both 
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rich and poor alike. The tithe is also perceived as a gift to God and when believers tithe, 

a blessing from God is promised in return. The tithe not only supports the church and 

its clergy, but it also helps the church in her call (Matthew 28:19-20). The argument is 

if all believers give a tithe, the church will have enough financial resources to function 

effectively. 

However, the OT tithe belongs to ancient Israel. Three tithes were required. The 

first (Leviticus 27:30-34) was a tithe of everything of the land, whether grain from 

the soil or fruit from the trees. While it was to God himself that the tithes had to 

be paid, Numbers 18:21 states that he transferred them to his sacred ministers. The 

government of the nation of Israel was a theocracy. God was Israel’s chief ruler. He 

created the nation, gave the people their land, and set up a system of laws by which 

they were to be governed (Exodus 20:1-40:38). The responsibility for governing the 

nation rested upon the Levites, who instructed the people and maintained the temple 

with all its services to God and his people. In lieu of not receiving any land, the Levites 

received the tithe. The first tithe was essentially Israel’s income tax in support of the 

tribe of Levi. The second tithe (Deuteronomy 14:22-27) was required to support Israel’s 

national festivals. A third tithe (Deuteronomy 14:28-29) supported the poor, strangers, 

and orphans. The total requirement regarding the three tithes commanded by Moses 

is estimated at more than 23 percent per annum.

With this in mind, a conclusion can be made that tithing belongs exclusively to Israel 

under the Law. The tithe’s function then in the Mosaic Law was related to the temple 

and sacrifices. Moreover, the first tithe was given to the Levites and there are no 

Levites in the church today. In addition, the priests were a group within the Levites 

who served as mediators between God and people. They are no longer required, as 

the only mediator between God and people is the man Christ Jesus. The tithe was a 

commandment under the Mosaic Law and that after the death of Christ, as Galatians 

3:24-25 states, the tithing laws were abolished. With the coming of Christ and the New 

Covenant a higher law, the law of the Spirit of life in Christ arrived (Galatians 5:1-26). 

Thus, tithing is no longer required because of the once-for-all sacrifice of Jesus. All 

ceremonial codes that belonged to the Hebrews were nailed to the cross. Jesus fulfilled 
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the Law, which means that he gave the complete meaning and full expression to the 

Law (Matthew 5:17-20). Tithing regulations, as described in the Law are no longer in 

effect and therefore the Mosaic tithe as a Christian support system for the church is 

not an option. 

However, certain principles set forth in the tithing passages are not eliminated under 

the New Covenant. Understanding that giving in the OT consisted of multiple tithes I 

am of the opinion that four principles can be obtained from these passages. First, the 

principle of “giving to the ministry” can be obtained from the OT tithe. The OT celebrant 

understood that the “ministry” the priests and the Levites, needed to be taken care of. 

Second, the principle of “providing for the poor” is applicable to the church. Third, 

the tithe principle was also perceived as an “act of worship” by acknowledging Israel’s 

stewardship through giving back to God a portion of what he had given his people. This 

principle is also relevant for the church. Fourth, the principle of “proportional giving” 

is also applicable for the church. It is obvious that not all principles regarding giving 

to God’s sanctuary in the OT can be transferred to the church. The continuity consists 

in the principle of giving, in the continued obligation to be worthy stewards of our 

possessions, but the discontinuity in the manner in which we fulfill our obligations. 

I am closing with this thought on the matter of tithing. It is disappointing when a 

believer who is able to tithe does not at least give 10 percent of his income to his 

church as support. However, it is just as unsatisfying when another who is able to give 

more than 10 percent of his income only gives a tithe. The tithe then should not be 

viewed as a measuring guide, but rather as recognition to the Lord that all good things 

come from him. The tithe can at best only be the beginning with regards to giving and 

not a mark of completeness. 

Scholars who oppose the tithe as a support system for the church offer the “freewill 

offering” as an alternative. Their argument is that the tithe, being constituted under 

the Mosaic Law, is no longer in effect for believers who live under the New Covenant 

of grace. With this in mind, giving should be done voluntarily, sacrificially, and 

proportionally (1 Corinthians 16:1-4, 2 Corinthians 8 and 9). These examples in the NT 

should serve as guidelines for believers with regard to the support of the church. 
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However, Paul’s letters which address these offerings were not a theological treatise 

and that one is after all reading someone else’s mail. Furthermore, biblical commands, 

whether they appear in speeches or narratives were originally addressed to someone, 

in some place, and in some particular situation. With this in mind all of these offerings 

were to support the poor and not a funding method for the church (1 Corinthians 16:1-

4, 2 Corinthians 8 and 9). There is no hint in these passages that the offering was to 

address the fiscal needs of the church. Paul was teaching the church that it was their 

responsibility to assist fellow believers in need. His collection was a once-for-all effort, 

not an annual one, and there was no obligation. It was not aimed at supporting the 

church, but it was for the poor. 

However, this offering was indeed an act of obedience to the Gospel of Christ (Matthew 

5:13-16). Paul regarded this collection as an act of fraternal love (Galatians 6:10) that 

expressed the independence of the body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12:25-26), and which 

symbolized the unity of Jew and Gentile in Christ (Ephesians 2:11-22). Furthermore, 

supporting the poor (Matthew 6:1-4) is God’s will (Matthew 5:48) and in doing this 

those who receive the gift will be helped and God will be praised (Matthew 5:13-16). 

Two Corinthians 8 and 9 are clear that giving in support of those in need is to be 

voluntary, spontaneous and free, and not from a sense of obligation nor with intent to 

merit blessings. Four principles from these chapters can be highlighted regarding giving 

in support of the poor. The first is that the believer’s willingness to give cheerfully is 

more important than the amount given (2 Corinthians 8:12). Second, believers should 

always strive to fulfill financial commitments made to the body of Christ (2 Corinthians 

8:11). Third, believers should also know that when fellow Christians who are in need 

are taken care of, they in turn will help the giver when he is in lack (2 Corinthians 8:13-

14). Fourth, giving should be a response to Christ, and not for gain (2 Corinthians 9:7). 

As we are indwelt by Christ and allow his Spirit to fill us, we will view wealth as a good 

to be shared to moderate social disparities, not something merely to be accumulated 

for ourselves. We will recognize that it is not a case of giving a certain amount to others 

and then doing anything we want with the rest. All of life will increasingly come under 

the lordship of Jesus Christ. Sanctification and stewardship go hand in hand. 
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I am closing with this thought on the matter of freewill offerings. Every church should 

have an effective method to meet the material needs of others in the body of Christ 

(Acts 11:27-30, 1 Corinthians 16:1-4). Luke sees all churches as living out not only their 

responsibility for the poor (Acts 20:35) but also their interdependence through caring 

for one another. This koinonia (Acts 4:32) is important because no congregation is 

totally independent and no church should feel excused from the task of helping each 

other (Galatians 6:2). Every congregation should have an effective method to meet the 

material needs of others in the body of Christ just as the early church had. 

Believers are responsible to take care of fellow Christians and their needs. Current 

trends show that poorer countries become poorer and 1.3 billion people are in deep 

poverty. The result is an increasing gap between the rich and poor which also affects 

the church, especially in the countryside. Many seek a better future in the bigger cities 

fuelling national and international migrations. The result in the countryside church is 

not only a lack of leadership and expertise, but also a lack of financial support for the 

church. In effect, the church is left with an older generation who are not economically 

active. This results in decline of financial contributions to the church. It also puts a huge 

strain on the fiscal needs of such a church. 

Thousands of churches in Africa are operating with no money or buildings. Widespread 

poverty and lack of economic progress in many African countries are challenges that 

churches have to deal with daily. The poverty of the church and lack of understanding 

among potential donors hampers the development of Bible training institutions. The 

need for buildings, libraries, scholar grants and travel are endless. Unfortunately, many 

of these churches eventually close their doors. Therefore, 2 Corinthians 8 and 9 can 

serve as guideline for different churches to get involved with those who are not as 

fortunate. This involves practical actions such as sharing of one’s possessions. This 

fellowship has a marked effect on the world (Matthew 5:13-16). 

The collections in the church of Acts were received for the poor (Acts 2:42-47, 4:32-

37). Can these “giving” examples be employed as a giving model to support the 

church today? The early believers were generous in sharing their material possessions 

with those in need. The structure supporting the church which Luke points to is not 
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a coercive socialism or capitalism. The sharing in the church of Acts did not involve 

all private property, but only as much as was needed. The community exhibited an 

unusual agreement, which expressed itself even in the attitude to private property 

(Acts 4:32-37). Each member regarded his private estate as being at the community’s 

disposal. Those who possessed houses and lands sold these in order that they might 

be more conveniently available to the community in the form of money. The apostles, 

as the community leaders, received the offerings that were brought and placed at their 

feet (Acts 4:35).

Luke is clear that these offerings were in support of the poor (Acts 2:42-47, 4:32-37). 

With this in mind, the Acts passages regarding the early believers and the use of their 

material possessions in support of the poor cannot be employed as a giving example 

to address the fiscal needs of the church today. Acts 2:42-47 and 4:32-37 are clear 

that they willingly shared with those who were needier. Different factors could have 

influenced the early believers to share their possessions with those in need. They were 

(1) the group orientation aspect, (2) Christ’s influence, (3) the almsgiving aspect, (4) 

the Jewish background, and (5) the Holy Spirit’s influence. Not all of these factors are 

applicable to the church today; however, the early believers’ passion towards the poor 

can serve as an example for modern believers. This principle of “providing for the poor” 

is applicable to the church.

Furthermore, Jesus’ teachings regarding unconditional love (Matthew 5:44) and taking 

care of the poor (Matthew 6:1-4) are still relevant to modern believers. This model 

of giving was based on a love for God and his people and the direction of the Holy 

Spirit in their lives. The Holy Spirit as the power, guidance, and inspiration are also 

applicable to believers. It encompasses a lifelong process of change as the believer 

becomes more like Christ (Galatians 3:3). He also gives the believer power which 

includes courage, boldness, ability, and the authority to fulfill his mission. The Holy 

Spirit can still inspires believers in using their material possessions to support the poor. 

The Holy Spirit operates in the church today to assure that the continued ministry of 

the resurrected Christ is expressed and verified. This model is one that transcends time 

and is applicable today as much as it was during the first century A.D.
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Giving in the church of Acts also included a missionary effort to spread Christ’s message 

(Philippians 4:10-20). The early believers understood “church” as an assembly and 

local body of believers (Acts 4:32-37, 1 Corinthians 12:12-13, Ephesians 2:12-16). This 

multinational and multiethnic group, that was identified as God’s people during the first 

century A.D., were commanded by the Lord to make disciples of all nations (Matthew 

28:19-20, Acts 1:8). This mission was carried out with great obedience and commitment 

to God. Believers opened their homes and provided free lodging to missionaries.

What can believers obtain from the giving examples in the early church with regard to 

the support of the church? Acts and the NT are silent on the issue of the fiscal support 

of the church as an organization. All the collections recorded in Acts were to support 

the poor (Acts 2:42-47, 4:32-37, 11:27-30). Furthermore, church today is understood as 

a building for Christians to worship. Believers talk about their church, going to church, 

getting married in the church, and being a member of a specific church. 

Although believers see themselves as one universal church of which Christ is the 

head (Ephesians 5:23), they also see themselves as a “member” of a congregation. 

Congregations provide a spiritual home where members gather once a week to 

worship and to receive instructions regarding the Word of the Lord for their lives. The 

congregation is also the place where believers are cared for, baptized and trained for 

spiritual work. Everyone, including non-Christians (unbelievers) is welcome to “come” 

to church. The congregation is organized around a confession of faith and is led by a 

pastor called by God.

To accomplish this, the congregation needs their own “building/location” and full-time 

staff. The focus in the church is on shepherding (Hebrews 13:7) and fellowship (Acts 

2:42). To run this church cost-effectively more than 95 percent of the budget is spent 

at home. Believers are encouraged to invest in the “building up” of the congregation. 

However, the focus should not only be on the building up of the congregation because 

God has given the church an enormous responsibility – to make disciples in every 

nation (Matthew 28:18-20). This involves preaching, teaching, healing, nurturing, 

giving, administering, building and many other tasks. To be effective, the Holy Spirit 

has given each believer special gifts for building up the church (Ephesians 4:11). 
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Furthermore, the church exists only to fulfill the will of God, and that is that none 

should perish (John 3:16, 2 Peter 3:9). No pastor is fully obedient to Christ if he does 

not lead his church to pursue the Great Commission by making disciples both locally 

and around the world. With this in mind spiritual leaders must be responsible with 

the Lord’s money. A question that spiritual leaders need to answer with honesty is 

how much of the Lord’s money goes toward his purpose? Only 0.5 percent of church 

budgets in the USA are used to preach Christ to the 3.8 billion unreached people of the 

world. Therefore, church leaders must practice balanced stewardship with regards to 

collections received. The “church/organization” is not greater than its mission. 

I am closing with this thought on the matter of the funding of the church. NT principles 

regarding giving are both concrete and in agreement with OT tithing. The early believers 

during the first century A.D used their material possessions in various ways to support 

the poor. They also took responsibility to support the work of the Lord, principles also 

present in the OT. Concluding on the matter of giving, giving should be done cheerfully 

and not under compulsion. 

Good stewardship calls for responsibility and accountability. Moreover, the good 

steward is a disciplined and faithful worker knowing what the Master demands of him. 

So, whatever wealth the believer has must be regarded as an investment placed in his 

hands by the Master. This should be invested in the Master’s work, to be used for his 

glory and to be shared with his people, especially the poor. Giving is an opportunity to 

be a faithful steward and a living image of his Master’s generosity. 

HAvING A FREsH LooK AT THE CHuRCH IN AFRICA

By Danie Vermeulen

NO LONGER A MILE WIDE AND AN INCH DEEP

For decades we have heard that the church in Africa is a mile wide and an inch deep. 

This statement is no longer true of the church in Africa. I have closely monitored the 

church in my travels and ministry through Africa during the past 24 years. It is no longer 

a dark continent. 
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In 1900 there were 8 million Christians (10% of the population of Africa). By 2000 there 

were 351 million (48, 4% of the population of Africa). Every sub-Saharan country is 

showing church growth. Africa is becoming a missionary sending force to the Western 

world. I have found, or know of churches in America, Europe, Asia, CIS and others, that 

have been planted by African missionaries.

WHAT IS THE NEED

Yet, Africa is in desperate need. If Africa is a sending force, what is it that we are so 

desperately in need of? We don’t need more missionaries from the West anymore, but 

we urgently need, in fact more than ever, outsiders to help us to contain the harvest 

and use this “kairos” moment to spearhead the greatest hour for the church in Africa. 

My email inbox is filled with letters from numerous African countries with “Macedonian 

calls” crying out to “Come and help us.” Not a week goes by without my receiving at 

least 10 such letters. 

Gone are the days where these men and women were just asking for hand-outs. The 

plea is now for training of leaders to be developed for specific ministries. The enormous 

burden of AIDS is causing much despair and the political leaders in Africa are fighting 

a losing battle. The NGO’s are not producing lasting results and both government and 

church leaders acknowledge that the only lasting change will be through the church. 

Sadly, the church does not have all the necessary resources and infrastructure to 

manage the social problems in their communities. This is only due to a lack of training 

in management skills. The church is trying very hard to break away from their “bless-

me-club” mentality into becoming salt and light in their communities. We have several 

examples where this has actually happened. Khayelitsha, a township in Cape Town, is 

such an example.

A ‘GOING’ CHURCH

Right now, we are facing a “kairos” moment to equip a next generation of Christians 

that will not only go to church, but will be the “going” church. Unemployment is a huge 

problem in most Africa countries and many of these are Christians that could be trained 

and used within the church and community. In Khayelitsha, one church took 36 of their 
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unemployed female members to care for AIDS victims. The have asked DAWN Africa to 

train the church leaders in management so that this ministry is sustained. 

I could go on for much longer, but allow me to conclude simply with this:

The church in Africa is poised for enormous breakthroughs provided we have 

partnerships from the West to resource us with funding in order that we can 

become self-providers. No hand-outs.

Funds must be accompanied by training, strategies and mentoring. 

We need partners who will enable us. We don’t want to become dependent and 

we do not request that the work be done for us. Enable us to do it for ourselves. 

Dependency will cripple us.

We need partners who will help us believe in ourselves. Many well-meaning 

Christians from the West have come to show us how good they are. This resulted in 

our people leaving Africa to go to this place where one can become “good, wealthy 

and strong.” 

I believe and know beyond a shadow of doubt that this is Africa’s hour. 

MINIsTERING To THE PooR – Touching the heart of God

By Louis Blom

During the life and ministry of Jesus, He naturally gravitated towards the poor and the 

needy. Filled with compassion, He healed the sick, delivered the demon possessed, 

fed the hungry and defended the case of the poor. A couple of times in the gospels 

it is recorded that the church people, (Pharisees and Sadducees) accused Jesus of 

spending His time and ministry amongst the sinners, drunkards and prostitutes. Once 

He was called a “friend of sinners and prostitutes”. He responded to these accusations 

by saying: “The doctor is sent for the sick, and is not needed amongst the healthy.” 

This presents us with a serious question concerning the position of the church today. In 

Africa we are facing the challenge of reaching millions of people living in utter poverty. 

In the past 40 years Africa’s economy has stagnated and most African countries have 

•

•

•

•
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become poorer. Most Africans are subsistence farmers and are extremely poor. In 

South Africa alone there are approximately 3 million Zimbabwean refugees and more 

than a million refugees from Mozambique, living in informal settlements with no 

infrastructure or services. Millions of South Africans live below the bread line, and it is 

the same throughout the rest of Africa. 

The giants that African people are facing include: corrupt leaders, natural disasters, 

diseases like malaria and HIV/AIDS, tribal wars and ethnic cleansing. How is the church 

responding to the challenge of Jesus in “Preaching the gospel to the poor” (Luke 4). 

This is the Word that God challenged me with during a time of prayer and fasting in 

January 2008. 

The significance of preaching and ministering to the poor must not be underestimated. 

The bible says that if you help the poor in their need, you actually lend to God. (Prov. 

19:17) That means, helping the poor is doing God’s work on His behalf, knowing that 

God blesses those who give when it is in the power of their hands to do so. (Prov. 3:27) 

If you help the poor and bring the gospel to them you touch the heart of God. 

WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT IT?

Judea Harvest took up this challenge, to preach the gospel to the poor in 2008 and 

beyond. 

In the year 2008 we plan to launch 10 tents amongst 100 leaders (per country) in 10 

of the poorest and most needy countries. Some of the countries we have targeted 

include: Mozambique, Angola, Zimbabwe, Rwanda, Burundi, etc. 

The basic plan is to make 10 tents available in a national	 church	 planting	 and	

evangelism campaign amongst 100 chosen and selected leaders that represent the 

whole country. Every leader and the outreach team of his local church will take turns 

to host a 2 week evangelism campaign to evangelise and plant new churches in order 

to disciple the new converts. All the training resources will accompany the tent and 

the roll-out will seek to partner with other organisations to give greater impact. The 

potential souls to be reached over the next three years are THREE MILLION. 
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It is with great excitement that we report that this overall goal and project is already in 

motion. During the first week of May 2008 we launched the first 5 tents in Mozambique. 

In partnership with AFMIN and the AFM in Mozambique we placed these 5 tents and in 

September 2008 the next 5 will be launched. 

A 78 year old pastor from the Assemblies of God shared his gratitude as we handed the 

5 tents over by saying: “I have prayed for many years for tents to come to Mozambique, 

I see tents in South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia but now the door is open, it is our turn. I 

wish I was 20 years younger!”

We invite you to join us as we “Preach the Gospel to the Poor”

QuALITy & QuANTITy IN EvANGELIsM

By Louis Blom

Africa has seen the convergence of many remarkable evangelism efforts from across 

the globe. As a result Christianity has shown incredible growth on the entire continent 

of Africa during the past 100 years, thus becoming the religion of the masses, especially 

in Southern Africa (Johnstone & Mandryk 2001: 21). 

It can be stated that the growth and success of Christianity in Africa has been nothing 

short of a miracle. This remarkable growth can only be ascribed to the extraordinary 

evangelism efforts in Africa during the past decade, and the favor of God on this work.

The problem however is that the quantitative	 growth	of	 Christianity in a nation is 

not the only measurement of successful evangelism. The	 qualitative	 growth	 in	 a	

Christian’s	life is evidenced by the strength of his Christianity. The long term growth and 

sustainability of the church and its potential to transform communities must therefore 

be carefully considered. Unless the church deals with the quality issues, it could render 

all its evangelistic work ineffective. Finding a balance between quality and quantity is 

imperative as both are important to the development of the Kingdom of God.

The apparent low priority of discipleship and training has caused the African church to 

also develop a lack of leadership. Leadership development is crucial since a lack of well-
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developed leadership will inevitably lead to a weak and shallow church. The problem 

is that African Christian leaders and evangelistic ministries have not yet developed a 

comprehensive evangelistic approach that can present the gospel in a relevant manner 

to the people of Africa.

This problem causes a nominal “pre-Christianity” as I would call it, in Africa, and 

presents a major challenge to the church in terms of evangelism and the completion 

of the Great Commission. I present the term “pre-Christian” as an expression of a 

person who considers himself a Christian without ever receiving the saving grace of 

Christ, submitting his/her life to the Lordship of Jesus Christ and bearing the fruit of 

the Christian life. Jesus answered John on the question on salvation “you must be 

born again” (John 3:16). Africa may have many “Christians” but very few “discipled” 

believers following Jesus Christ. 

AFRICA’s TIME

By Danie Vermeulen

When God is visiting a country or continent there are always components that bring this 

about. In Acts 4:30-31 we see God manifesting Himself at a powerful prayer meeting. It 

was the prayer, “Now Lord, stretch out your hand to heal and perform miraculous signs 

and wonders through you Holy servant Jesus Christ”.

God is visiting Africa for several reasons. Here are a few factors to take note of:

Africa is strong in prayer! Every Friday night there are thousands upon thousands 

of all-night prayer meetings all over Africa. You just need to attend one of these to 

realize they are getting God’s hand stretched out.

Poverty drives people to become dependent upon God. He becomes their source 

instead of being just a crutch.

The AIDs pandemic and various illnesses and diseases like malaria cause Africa 

to live on the edge of death. People that stare death in the eye become very 

responsive.

•

•

•
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Africa has lived with the occult “spirit world” for many centuries. They are 

disillusioned with a spirit world that only brings tragedy. It is a religion of fear. 

Christianity introduces them to the peace of God.

Africa	is	filled	with	a	people	of	simple	faith and has no religious background like 

Europe. Faith is easy for Africa. Reasoning and approaching God on the basis of 

philosophical ideas does not exist.

For many decades they thought that Christianity was the white man’s religion but 

they are now discovering that God is "black" (He takes on the color of the ethnic 

group)

There is a new breed of leadership that is African in origin and practice. It is no 

longer governed by the missionary from the West with western traditions and 

concepts. The church is maturing very fast.

Africa is taking up its role in world missions by sending missionaries to the West, 

sometimes by default but with great success.

These factors all contribute to the fact that	it	is	Africa’s	time!	It	is	harvest	time!

JuDEA HARvEsT By DEFAuLT:

Peter Howe

Free State Coordinator

My first introduction to the ministry of Judea Harvest was early in January 2000. I had 

accepted a call to the AFM Worship Centre in Bloemfontein. Little did I know that apart 

from the normal pastoral duties awaiting me was a ‘Missions Committee’ that in turn 

supported the local Judea Harvest ministry. Intrigued by this I was soon introduced 

to Evangelist Petrus Nare who held crusades in a blue and white striped Judea Tent. 

Many miraculous healings took place in these crusades. He had also pioneered a new 

AFM Church in Freedom Square and needless to say the congregation was housed in a 

‘Tent’! Apart from Judea Harvest our church was involved in other Missions support. I 

was a local congregation pastor and by default involved in missions! This was great and 

little did I realize that God was setting me up for something bigger.

•

•

•

•

•
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After four years of local church work and during 

that time it became very clear that my call back to 

Bloemfontein was firstly to expose me to mission 

related ministries, crusades and the planting of 

new churches via Judea Harvest; I was sold out and 

after lots of soul searching, prayer and consultation 

with the Judea authorities both my wife and I felt 

that we should offer our full time services to the 

mission related work of Judea Harvest. This would 

also complement our work with the children of the 

townships and mainly that of Tshepo Day Care Centre 

that was birthed in a Judea Tent in March 2001.

I became the Free State Coordinator for Judea!

Looking back over the last five years in this ministry much has happened and all glory 

to the ‘Lord of the Harvest’. Countless souls found salvation in Jesus. Many reported 

back of miraculous healings and many new churches were planted. Evangelist Nare was 

instrumental in the planting of 21 new churches. New satellites were formed and the 

work is spreading throughout the Free State. I must admit, preaching in a Judea Tent is 

definitely an experience! 

To quote a minister friend; “Judea Harvest is instrumental in not only reaching out 

to the lost but also is bringing different denominations together under the banner of 

taking the church to the people”!

The year 2008 was highlighted by two new churches established on two farms. Both 

farmers testify to the tangible change on their farms. Our prayer is that 2009 will 

see many more farm churches established, workers trained through a Basic Bible 

correspondence course as well as the church planting module. 
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A JuDEA MIRACLE BIRTH

Tshepo Day Care Centre

Bloemfontein

Having inherited the Judea 

Ministry by default; Petro and 

I were strolling down the dusty 

street in Freedom Square (to 

visit the local AFM Congregation 

housed in a Judea Tent) when God 

spoke to us. The message was 

crystal clear; we were to start a 

care centre for the many children 

who were wandering aimlessly 

about the township. Provide for them a safe environment where they could be cared 

for and learn of Jesus. This was early in 2001. A few months earlier we had registered 

a section 21 company named Tshepo Foundation. Tshepo is a Tswana word meaning 

‘Hope’. The thrust at that moment was a feeding scheme and now we added a care 

centre and on 1 march 2001 Tshepo Day Care Centre was born – out of a Judea Tent!

We began with 50 children, no water, sanitation nor electricity, simply a passion to 

make an impact on these precious lives. Originally all the volunteers (later full time 

staff) were members of the ‘Tent” church. In May 2005 we moved to our own premises 

some two hundred metres away from the tent. Today there are 120 plus children 

housed in beautiful log cabin classrooms. Spacious playgrounds with equipment and a 

soccer field. The Centre also boasts a ‘computer section’ as well as a library.

Looking back we can truly say God lead us step by step. The staff at first were 

unemployed domestic’s workers. Today they have qualified themselves in early 

Childhood Development, HIV/Aids training amongst others. They have also embarked 

on a literacy training program for the parents of the children.

The local community as well as many others in Bloemfontein has truly taken the Care 
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Centre to heart. Most if not all of the assets have been sponsored, amounting to 

hundreds of thousands of rand!

The Medical Faculty of the 

University of the Free State 

has included Tshepo Day Care 

Centre as part of their third year 

curriculum in community health. 

Students over the years have 

been involved with the children, 

collected financial support and 

have done manual labour to 

enhance the Centre. 

Tshepo has also branched out to minister to numerous orphans. Here special mention 

must be made of Pastor George Machakela who has a Judea Tent on top of a rubbish 

dump. From here we are able to reach out to the many orphans in the area.

As we also feed many families, not necessarily those of the church, they in turn start 

attending George’s tent services. He has aptly named his ministry: “Kingdom Life” 

which describes the joint venture 

between a Judea harvest ministry 

and Tshepo – truly bringing hope 

to the people as the church comes 

to them!

Working hand in hand with 

Judea Harvest in the Free State, 

Tshepo Foundation has blessed 

many needy families attending 

the various crusades with food, 

clothes and blankets.

Our motto: “WHERE THERE IS LIFE, THERE IS HOPE”
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